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Sendyne® Sensing Products Family

Sendyne SFP101

Description
Sendyne’s SFP101 is a high precision sensing IC  

addressing the unique requirements of electrical  

energy storage and monitoring, and drive control  

systems. The IC simultaneously measures bi-direc-

tional DC current through a resistive shunt,  

voltage, and temperature at four points using two 24-

bit ΣΔ ADCs. The SFP101 is rated for the automotive 

temperature range of –40 °C to +125 °C. 

For current sensing the SPF101 achieves an uncali-

brated maximum offset error of less than 150 nano-

volts when measuring the voltage drop across the 

shunt, regardless of the resistance of that shunt.  

This performance extends throughout the entire 

automotive temperature range.  With an appropriate 

shunt, the IC can accurately measure a wide dynamic 

range of currents from tens of thousands of amperes 

to milliamperes.  Shunts in the sub-100 nano-ohm  

region can now be used in the field, resulting in 

significant power savings with no sacrifice to measure-

ment accuracy.  

Sendyne’s proprietary, patented and patent-pending 

“Continuous Calibration” technology allows the IC to 

compensate for thermal drifts including those aris-

ing from external interface circuitry such as EMI/

RFI/anti-aliasing filters.  The IC provides internally-

accumulated coulomb counting information, accurate 

voltage measurement with a flexible range, and ac-

curate temperature sensing using inexpensive external 

thermistors.  The SFP101 communicates to the host 

system over a simple serial interface; custom inter-

faces can be provided.

Features
–  Achieves an offset error of less than 150 nanovolts

– Two 24-bit ΣΔ ADCs

– Capable of interfacing sub 100 nano-ohm shunts

– Accurate voltage measurement with flexible range

– Accurate temperature measurements at 4 points

– Simple serial communication interface

– Automotive temperature range, –40 °C to +125 °C

– Low power consumption

– “High” or “Low” side current sensing and voltage      

 sensing reference point with isolated front end

– Programmable to accommodate shunts with output  

 voltage from ±10 mV to ±300 mV

 ― Built-in calibration for current measurements

 ― Built-in compensation for resistance dependence of 

the shunt on temperature

 ― Built-in calibration for voltage measurements

 ― Temperature reporting in degrees Celsius

 ― Separate Charge, Discharge, and Total coulomb 

counters

Applications
 ―  Battery monitoring for industrial, automotive, 

railroad and utility scale storage

 ― Uninterruptible power supplies  

 ― Photovoltaic arrays

 ―  Current flow precision metering

 ― Drive controls

Packaging
48-lead LQFP
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General Description

Interfacing to the SFP101
Fig. 1 illustrates the measurement and data acquisi-

tion circuits, aquisition-control and communication 

interfaces of the SFP101, as well as power supply and 

housekeeping connections (such as clock and reset).

Individual modes of measurements are described in 

detail in forthcoming sections of this document.

Current Measurements
The SFP101 measures current by measuring the volt-

age across a resistive shunt. A resistive shunt with a 

current passing through it develops a voltage differen-

tial, proportional to such current, according to Ohm’s 

Law. Measurement of the voltage across a suitably 

sized current shunt performs current metering.

The SFP101 is specifically designed to operate with 

shunts that have extremely low resistance and there-

fore low heat losses and power dissipation. If a 200 A 

full-scale current measurement capability is desired, 

then a typical value for the resistance of a shunt is 

100 μΩ (micro-ohms, 10-6  Ω) , with full-scale input 

voltage set to ±37.5 mV (thus able to measure short-

duration peak currents up to ±375 A); the SFP101 will 

readily operate with shunts that have resistance as low 

as hundreds of nΩ (nano-ohms, 10-9  Ω), with cor-

respondingly higher full-scale current measurement 

capability.

Full-scale input voltage for the current measurements 

can be changed by the user within a range of ±10 mV 

to ±300 mV; thus the SFP101 IC can accommodate 

almost any standard shunt (with rated output voltage 

within the stated range).

More information on the selection of the full-scale 

input voltage is provided in the section on Functional-

ity overview.

Measurements of relatively low DC currents (as com-

pared to near full-scale currents) employing resistive 

shunts have traditionally been limited due to thermo-

electric errors developing in the sensing connections 

and sensing lines from the shunt. Sendyne’s patented 

and patent-pending circuit and measurement method 

for differential voltage readout from the shunt is es-

sentially free from thermoelectric artifacts, reducing 

the previously-demonstrated “state of the art” ther-

moelectric errors by at least an order of magnitude, to 

less than 150 nV (nanovolts, 10-9  V).

The SFP101 is capable of maintaining low thermoelec-

tric errors over the full automotive temperature range 

of –40 °C to +125 °C, by continuously re-calibrating 

and re-adjusting itself during normal current mea-

surement operations. Measurement data from the 

SFP101 are continuous, and internal re-calibration 

does not produce any interruptions or data dropouts.

As a result of this proprietary sensing method, the 

SFP101 can reliably measure an unprecedentedly 

large range of the signal magnitudes. For example, 

with a 100 μΩ shunt and 200 A full-scale capability, 

the SFP101 will resolve a 2 A current with better than 

0.1% accuracy, and will typically have a residual RMS 

error (zero offset) of less than 1.5 mA.

If characteristics of the shunt (such as resistance 

dependence on temperature) are known, then the 

SFP101 can further improve current-reading accuracy 

by providing the data for compensation of the tem-

perature dependence of the shunt’s resistive section. 

For this purpose, the SFP101 provides temperature 

measurement capabilities of up to three separate and 

independent points on the resistive section of the 

shunt.

SFP101 provides calibration registers for nonvolatile 

storage of the current measurements’ calibration 

parameter for a single-temperature calibration; if 

enabled, the IC will automatically calculate the effect 

of the calibration (i.e. gain adjustment); the current 

measurement data reported to the Host (and accumu-

lated in the coulomb counters) will be automatically 
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corrected using the stored calibration value.

Furthermore, the SFP101 incorporates an auto-

matic mechanism for thermal compensation of the 

resistance changes of the shunt; if enabled, the IC 

will automatically apply compensation to the data 

reported to the Host and to the values accumulated in 

the coulomb counters.

If automatic compensation of the shunt’s resistance 

dependency on temperature is utilized, then a cali-

bration table (Resistance Temperature Dependence 

Table, RTDT) must be uploaded to the SFP101 IC.

More information on the current calibration and 

thermal compensation is provided in the Functionality 

overview section.

Precision Coulometry
Because of the capability for precision current 

measurements over wide dynamic and temperature 

ranges, the SFP101 has the unique capability of pro-

viding high-precision coulometry data that is critical 

for several applications, including evaluation of bat-

tery condition in larger-scale energy storage systems. 

In high-precision coulometry applications it is very 

important to be able to determine the “zero current” 

condition. Unlike instantaneous current readings, 

errors in low-current measurements for coulometry 

accumulate over time. Due to low-current measure-

ment errors, a monitored battery may appear over a 

long period of rest to be empty or an empty battery 

may appear partially charged. Because of its ability to 

continuously calibrate and measure very low current 

values, the SFP101 has the unique capability to dis-

tinguish the “zero current” condition from noise, thus 

providing accurate cumulative current data over long 

periods of observation.

The SFP101 accumulates current measurement data 

into three sets of 8 registers described in the commu-

nication section of this document.

Voltage Measurements
The SFP101 provides a dedicated ADC input for volt-

age measurements. A simple resistive voltage divider 

external to the IC scales the desired voltage measure-

ment range to the nominal input of ±1.000 V.  Accu-

racy and thermal drifts of the voltage measurements 

are defined by the accuracy of this voltage divider. 

Furthermore, calibration of the voltage measurement 

channel of the IC installed in a particular circuit is 

possible, at single or at multiple temperatures.

The SFP101 provides calibration registers for non-

volatile storage of the voltage measurements’ calibra-

tion parameter for a single-temperature calibration; if 

enabled, the IC will automatically calculate the effect 

of the calibration (i.e. gain adjustment); the voltage 

measurement data reported to the Host will be auto-

matically corrected using the stored calibration value.

More information on the voltage calibration is pro-

vided in the Functionality overview section.

The reference point (0 V) of the voltage measurement 

should preferably be set at the same point as the nega-

tive terminal of the current measurement shunt. The 

measured voltage value can be positive or negative.

When used with recommended values for the voltage 

divider, the application circuit can tolerate momen-

tary over-voltage conditions, and it is highly protected 

from ESD. The actual rating depends on the capabili-

ties of the component used in the divider.
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Temperature Measurements
The SFP101 provides four AD inputs suitable for tem-

perature measurements.

A low-cost NTC (negative temperature coefficient) 

thermistor can be connected to the input dedicated to 

“remote” temperature measurements. With a  

10 kΩ nominal resistance (at 25 °C) and 1% tolerance, 

such a sensor permits better than ±1 °C measurement 

accuracy over the full operating temperature range of 

–40 °C to +125 °C.

A relatively high nominal resistance of the thermistor 

allows it to be operated, error-free, with a fairly long 

cable. Applications with the recommended circuit tol-

erate high levels of EMI and are protected from ESD 

events. Connections to the thermistor are made with a 

single differential pair of wires, each at a voltage level 

different from the reference point (0 V) of the volt-

age measurement channel. The specified thermistor 

is linearized and conditioned for data acquisition by a 

parallel connection of a reference resistor.

Furthermore, the IC incorporates three additional 

channels for “on-board” temperature measurements. 

These three channels do not provide the same EMI 

and ESD protection as the “remote” sensing channel 

and they are intended for continuous monitoring and 

measurements of the shunt’s active region tempera-

tures at three independent points.

The user can always get the thermistor measurement 

data that is related to the thermistors’ resistances, and 

implement calculations of the temperature in the Host 

using any suitable algorithm.

Alternatively, if characteristics of the thermistors 

are known, it is possible to create and upload to the 

SFP101 IC the translation (look-up) tables for direct 

read-out of the temperatures in degrees Celsius. In 

this case, the Host controller is relieved of any com-

plicated temperature calculations, thus freeing the 

Host for other tasks, or reducing the Host’s energy 

consumption.

There are two independent tables - one for “external” 

thermistor, and another for “on-board” thermistors; 

these two tables can have different data to accom-

modate different characteristics of the thermistors; 

resolution and accuracy of translation for tables is 

very high, with effective calculation errors that are less 

than 0.5 m°C.

If automatic temperature compensation of the shunt’s 

resistance is enabled, then the SFP101 IC must have 

Celsius translation table for the “on-board”  

thermistors.
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Electrical Specifications

All specifications apply over the full ambient operating temperature range, TA = -40 °C to +125 °C;  

DGND=AGND=0 V, DVDD and AVDD are 2.5 V ±5 %, unless otherwise noted. All absolute voltage levels are  

referenced to DGND=AGND=0 V.

Electrical Specifications

Parameter Min Typ Max Units Conditions/Comments

Power Pins 9, 10, 23, 24, 29, 30, 43, 44

DVDD  

Digital Supply Voltage

2.375 2.5 2.625 V 2.5 V ±5 % and ∆VAD-VDD specification

AVDD 

Analog Supply Voltage

2.375 2.5 2.625 V 2.5 V ±5 % and ∆VAD-VDD specification

∆VAD-GND 

Difference between Analog 

and Digital ground pins

-100 0 100 mV Recommended operating condition for

(AGND-DGND)

∆VAD-VDD 

Difference between Analog 

and Digital supply voltage pins

-250 0 250 mV Recommended operating condition for 

(AVDD-DVDD)

Digital Pins 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 31, 32, 33, 34, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 45, 46, 47, 48

IIL 

Input leakage current

±1 ±10 µA Input pin voltage between DGND and 

DVDD

CI

Input pin capacitance

10 pF

VIL 

Input low voltage, logical 0

0.8 V

VIL

Input high voltage, logical 1

2.0 ≥1.5 V Typical value is not guaranteed

VOL 

Output low voltage

0.4 V With load, ISINK = -1.6 mA

VOH

Output high voltage

DVDD-0.1 V With load, ISOURCE = 1.6 mA

IO∑-MAX  

Maximum total output current 

from all pins

±20 mA If some pins are sourcing the current 

and some are sinking the current, the 

magnitude of the sum of the currents 

for all sourcing pins must be less than 

20 mA; likewise, the magnitude of the 

sum of the currents for all sinking pins 

should be less than 20 mA. 

IO-MAX  

Maximum output current

±20 mA For each output pin, and observing  

IOΣ-MAX spec
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Electrical Specifications

Parameter Min Typ Max Units Conditions/Comments

Oscillator Pins 35, 36

VIL-XTAL  

Input low voltage, pin 36

0.8 V Use of external clock signal is not  

recommended for normal operations

VIH-XTAL  

Input high voltage, pin 36

1.7 V Use of external clock signal is not  

recommended for normal operations

CI-XTAL  

Capacitance of pins 35 & 36

12 pF Effectively, the built-in load capacitance 

for an external Crystal is ½ of this value, 

or 6 pF

VO-XTAL  

Output voltage, pin 35

>0.8 <1.7 V Output of the oscillator is actively 

controlled to just above the sustainable 

oscillation level; the voltage swing will 

typically be smaller than the indicated 

limits, centered around the input pin  

36 switching threshold

Analog Output Pins 11, 18

GREF  

Bias voltage for current  

sense inputs, pin 11

½AVDD V The voltage on pin 11 is  

programmatically controlled; if RESET 

(pin 1) is pulled low, the state of GREF  

pin is undetermined

IMAX-GREF  

Maximum output current,  

pin 11

0 ±250 μA When GREF voltage is nearly ½AVDD, 

typical average output current is close 

to 0 when SFP101 is used in the recom-

mended circuit with galvanic isolation; 

normally, the circuits being biased 

should be connected through a 1 kΩ 

ESD protection resistor

CMAX-GREF  

Maximum capacitive load on 

pin 11

20 pF When 1 kΩ ESD protection resistor  

is employed, this limit is effectively 

circumvented

IT  

Thermistor circuit  

activation sink current  

through pin 18

-3 -0.167 mA Typical current is at +125°C thermistor 

temperature in a recommended circuit; 

at lower temperatures the thermistor 

circuit current is smaller in magnitude

RPIN18  

Pin 18 resistance to AGND

50 Ω When maximum limit of IT is observed
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Electrical Specifications

Parameter Min Typ Max Units Conditions/Comments

Analog Input Pins 12, 13, 14, 15, 19, 20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28

VCM-CS 

Common mode voltage for cur-

rent sensing pins 14, 15, 19, 20

1.0 ½AVDD 1.5 V DVDD=AVDD=2.5 V

VIN-CS    

Differential input voltage for 

current sensing inputs, pin 

pairs 14/15 and 19/20

±10 

±20 

±50 

±100 

±250

±18.75 

±37.5 

±75 

±150 

±300

mV 

mV 

mV 

mV 

mV

Full-scale input for linear operations

without signal clipping and/or distor-

tion; corresponding CUR_GAIN register 

settings:

2 is for FS voltage of ±300 mV

3 is for FS voltage of ±150 mV

4 is for FS voltage of ±75 mV

5 is for FS voltage of ±37.5 mV

6 is for FS voltage of ±18.75 mV

VCS-ADC  

A/D resolution for  

current sensing

2.24 

4.47 

8.94 

17.88 

35.76 

nV Any data report rate; low-to-high values 

correspond to low-to-high values of the 

VIN-CS specifications above

GCS-TCO

Current Amplifier Gain Drift vs.

Temperature for current  

sensing inputs, pin

pairs 14/15 and 19/20

5 ppm/°C Uncalibrated.

Using box method, relative to  

TA = +25 °C

ILK-CS    

Input leakage current for cur-

rent sensing pins 14, 15, 19, 20

±15 ±30 nA Every pin is within specified VCM-CS 

range; matching for any differential pair 

is not guaranteed

VCM-VS   

Input voltage range for pins 25 

and 26, voltage sensing inputs

200 AVDD -200 mV Maximum levels for linear operations 

without signal clipping and/or distortion

VIN-VS 

Differential input voltage for 

voltage sensing inputs, pin pair 

25/26

-1.2 ±1.0 1.2 V When limits of VCM-VS are observed; 

nominal Full-scale differential input is 

±1.0 V

VVS-ADC

A/D resolution for  

voltage sensing

143 nV Data report rate of 10 Hz or less
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Electrical Specifications

Parameter Min Typ Max Units Conditions/Comments

GVS-TCO

Voltage-sense Amplifier Gain 

Drift vs.Temperature for volt-

age sensing inputs, pins 25/26

3 ppm/°C Uncalibrated.

Using box method, relative to  

TA = +25 °C

ILK-VS    

Input leakage current for volt-

age sensing pins 25 and 26

±15 ±25 nA Both pins are within specified VCM-VS 

range

VCM-TS    

Input voltage range for  

thermistors’ sensing inputs,  

pins 12, 13, 27, 28

200 AVDD -200 mV Maximum levels for linear operations 

without signal clipping and/or distortion

VPIN12-XTS    

Pin 12 input voltage range

-5 0.1 AVDD -200 mV Only while employed for remote therm-

istor sensing; at other times the VCM-TS 

limit applies

VINLS-TS    

Typical input voltage range for 

thermistors’ low-side sensing 

inputs, pins 12 and 28

500 833 mV When SFP101 is used in the  

recommended circuit, thermistors’  

reference resistors are 10.0 kΩ,  

AVDD=2.5 V; minimum is achieved 

when thermistors are at -40 °C

VINHS-TS    

Typical input voltage range  

for thermistors’ high-side  

sensing inputs, pins 13 and 27

833 1500 mV When SFP101 is used in the recom-

mended circuit, thermistors’ reference 

resistors are 10.0 kΩ, AVDD=2.5 V; 

minimum is achieved when thermistors 

are at +125 °C

ILK-TS 

Input leakage current for 

thermistors’ sensing inputs, 

pins 12, 13, 27, 28

±15 ±25 nA All pins are within specified VCM-TS or 

VPIN12-XTS range, as applicable

VREFP    

Positive A/D reference input

AVDD V Pin 21

VREFN    

Negative A/D reference input

AGND V Pin 22

Internal Reference No external connections

Initial accuracy of internal 

reference

-0.1 0.1 % At TA = 25 °C

Internal reference 

temperature coefficient

-20 ±10 20 ppm/°C 20ppm = 0.002 %
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Measured Performance Characteristics

Parameter Min Typ Max Units Conditions/Comments

VCS-OFST    

Offset voltage for current  

sensing inputs, pin

pairs 14/15 and 19/20

-140 60 nV IC is uncalibrated. Measured over full

temperature range of TA = -40 °C to 

+125 °C over 18 hours, using aver-

aged raw data at each set temperature; 

maximum magnitude of offset is selected 

from values at individual temperatures;

this worst-case value is utilized in this 

table for each device tested. IC is in-

stalled on SFP101EVB, limited number

of samples

VCS-NOISE    

Noise voltage for current  

sensing inputs, pin

pairs 14/15 and 19/20

90 120 nVRMS 1 Hz current report rate. IC is uncali-

brated. Measured over full temperature 

range of TA = -40 °C to +125 °C over 18 

hours, using raw data at each set tem-

perature; maximum value of RMS noise 

is selected from values at individual

temperatures; this worst-case value 

is utilized in this table for each device 

tested. IC is installed on SFP101EVB, 

limited number of samples

PSYS 82 mW The SFP101 is utilized in a maximum 

configuration according to recommend-

ed circuit, it is installed on SFP101EVB 

module that is supplied with +5 V from 

USB serial interface cable. The power 

consumption is found by measuring the 

current in this supply line (typical 16.4 

mA), and multiplying by 5 V. The power 

consumption value is the TOTAL power 

consumption for the WHOLE module, 

including galvanic isolation DC/DC con-

verter, isolated serial I/O, and continu-

ously-active heart-beat LEDs driven by 

TP0 and TP1 pins. 
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Pin Descriptions

Figure 2: 48-lead LQFP

Table 1.  SFP101 Pin Descriptions

Pin No Name Type Description
1 RESET I Active Low Reset. Use 1 kΩ pull-up resistor.

2 DB I Debug input, factory use only. Use 100 kΩ pull-up resistor.

3 RXD I Asynchronous Serial Data Input.

4 TXD O Asynchronous Serial Data Output.

5 TP0 O Test Point 0, factory use. Active low. Normally provides ~2 Hz 50% 

duty-cycle heartbeat “Operating Properly” pulses. Can be left open / 

not connected. Can drive low-power LED using current-limit series 

resistor. If pin 5 is used to drive LED then pin 6 must also be  

driving LED.
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Table 1.  SFP101 Pin Descriptions

Pin No Name Type Description
6 TP1 O Test Point 1, factory use. Active low. Normally provides ~2 Hz 50% 

duty-cycle heartbeat “Operating Properly” pulses. Can be left open / 

not connected. Can drive low-power LED using current-limit series 

resistor. If pin 6 is used to drive LED then pin 5 must also be  

driving LED.

7 CH1SW O Channel 1 Switching Control. Shunt circuit switching control.  

See current measurement section for more information.

8 CH2SW O Channel 2 Switching Control. Shunt circuit switching control.  

See current measurement section for more information.

9 DVDD DPWR Digital Supply Input. (+2.5 V provided by external regulator, not con-

nected to AVDD).

10 DVSS DPWR Digital Ground. (0V, approximately -1.25 V in reference to GREF).

11 GREF O Shunt/Analog GND reference (weak driver). Shunt potential is  

aproximately +1.25 V from AVSS/DVSS.

12 THRM- I ADC input, for THRM- signal. Negative input of the differential pair 

for local thermistors sensing, high impedance. Also used in reference 

resistor measurement for remote thermistor.

13 THRM+ I ADC input, for THRM+ signal. Positive input of the differential pair 

for local thermistors' sensing, high impedance.

14 CUR2- I Negative input for current sense, Ch2. Multiplexed negative input to 

high gain Programmable Gain Amplifier (PGA). Signal CUR2- (output 

of the shunt switching circuit and antialiasing filter).

15 CUR2+ I Positive input for current sense, Ch2. Multiplexed positive input to 

high gain Programmable Gain Amplifier (PGA). Signal CUR2+ (output 

of the shunt switching circuit and anti-aliasing filter).

16 NC NC Not connected, keep open.

17 NC NC Not connected, keep open.

18 RTH O Activate/power remote thermistor. 50-Ohm switch to IC's internal 

analog GND. 

19 CUR1- I Negative input for current sense, Ch1. Multiplexed negative input to 

high gain Programmable Gain Amplifier (PGA). Signal CUR1- (output 

of the shunt switching circuit and antialiasing filter).

20 CUR1+ I Positive input for current sense, Ch1. Multiplexed positive input to 

high gain Programmable Gain Amplifier (PGA). Signal CUR1+ (output 

of the shunt switching circuit and antialiasing filter).

21 VREF+ I Positive Reference Voltage input. Reference voltage is the difference 

(VREF+  - VREF-). For local/external thermistor sensing, must be 

connected to AVDD (+2.5 V).
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Table 1.  SFP101 Pin Descriptions

Pin No Name Type Description
22 VREF- I Negative Reference Voltage input. Reference voltage is the difference 

(VREF+  - VREF-). For local/external thermistor sensing, must be 

connected to AVSS (0V).

23 AVSS APWR Analog Ground pin. 0V (about -1.25 V in reference to GREF, external 

analog ground).

24 AVDD APWR Analog Supply input. +2.5 V analog supply (separate regulator, not 

connected to DVDD).

25 VX+ I Positive ADC input for voltage measurement. ADC input with high 

impedance, not amplified.

26 VX- I Negative ADC input for voltage measurement. ADC input with high 

impedance, not amplified. Typically connected to external analog 

ground, e.g. +1.25 V to AVSS.

27 RTH+ I Positive ADC input for remote thermistor measurement. ADC input 

with high impedance, not amplified. Use series resistor for ESD/EMI 

protection.

28 RTH- I Negative ADC input for remote thermistor measurement. ADC input 

with high impedance, not amplified. Use series resistor for ESD/EMI 

protection.

29 DVSS DPWR Digital Ground pin. 0V (about -1.25 V in reference to GREF, external 

analog ground).

30 DVDD DPWR Digital Supply pin. +2.5 V digital supply (separate regulator, not con-

nected to AVDD).

31 SS I SPI Chip Select Low (reserved).

32 SCLK I/O SPI clock (input or output) or GP. (reserved).

33 MISO I/O SPI MISO (reserved).

34 MOSI I/O SPI MOSI (reserved).

35 XOUT O Low-excitation driver for external 32768 Hz Crystal.  

32.768 kHz reference oscillator for built-in clock. Feedback resistor 

and some load capacitance are built-in.

36 XIN I Schmitt trigger input for external 32768 Hz Crystal.

37 RIO1 I/O Reserved.

38 RIO2 I/O Reserved.

39 TH1SW O Multiplexer control pin to enable on-board thermistor 1. 

40 TH2SW O Multiplexer control pin to enable on-board thermistor 2.

41 TH3SW O Multiplexer control pin to enable on-board thermistor 3.

42 RREFSW O Multiplexer control pin to enable reference resistor for on-board 

thermistors.

43 DVSS DPWR Digital Ground pin. 0V (about -1.25 V in reference to GREF, external 

analog ground).
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Table 1.  SFP101 Pin Descriptions

Pin No Name Type Description
44 DVDD DPWR Digital Supply pin. +2.5 V digital supply (separate regulator, not con-

nected to AVDD).

45 RIO3 I Reserved. Use pull-ups.

46 RIO4 O Reserved. Use pull-ups.

47 RIO5 I Reserved. Use pull-ups.

48 RIO6 I Reserved. Use pull-ups.
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Absolute Maximum Ratings

TA= -40 °C to +125 °C

Paremeter Rating
AVSS to DGND and AVDD 

to DVDD

-0.3 V to +0.3 V

Digital I/O Voltage to DVSS -0.3 V to 3.3 V

VREF± to AVSS -0.3 V to AVDD +0.3 V

ADC Inputs to AVSS  

(THRM±, CUR1,2±, RTH±, 

VX±)

-0.3 V to AVDD +0.3 V

ESD (Human Body Model)  

All Pins

±2 kV

Storage Temperature 125 °C

Junction Temperature

  Transient

  Continuous

150 °C

130 °C

Lead Temperature

  Soldering Reflow

 

260 °C

Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum 

Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. 

This is a stress rating only; functional operation of the 

device at these or any other conditions above those 

indicated in the operational section of this specifica-

tion is not implied. Exposure to absolute maximum 

rating conditions for extended periods may affect 

device reliability.

ESD CAUTION

ESD (electrostatic discharge) sensitive device.

Electrostatic charges readily accumulate on the  

human body as well as test equipment, and can 

discharge without detection. Although this product 

features protection circuitry, damage may occur in 

devices subjected to high energy ESD. Proper ESD 

precautions should be taken to avoid performance 

degradation or loss of functionality.
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Functionality Overview

Current Measurements  
with the SFP101 
The SFP101 measures current by measuring voltage 

across a resistive shunt, according to Ohm’s Law.

The SFP101 IC is specifically designed to operate with 

shunts that have extremely low resistance (and there-

fore – low heat loss / power dissipation). For example 

for a 200 A, full-scale current measurement capability, 

a typical value for the resistance of a shunt would be 

100 μΩ. The IC will readily operate with shunts that 

have resistance as low as hundreds of nano-Ohms, 

with correspondingly higher full-scale current mea-

surement capability.

The SFP101 implements several of Sendyne’s patented 

and patent pending technologies in order to achieve  

precision in field current measurements comparable 

to the precision of metrology grade lab instruments. 

The accuracy performance of the SFP101 approaches 

the theoretical limits of sensitivity for these types of 

instruments, and achieves this in the field, over a wide 

temperature range of -40 OC to +125 OC. The following 

section will explain the basic principles of the current 

acquisition operation as well as the suggested inter-

face circuitry for the SFP101 IC.

Dual-channel 24-bit ΣΔ ADC
Fig. 3 illustrates the basic current measurement 

circuit and interface of the SFP101. The SFP101 

measures current by measuring the voltage across a 

resistive shunt. The Current Measurement Section of 

the SFP101 consists of two identical and matched am-

plification channels with high-impedance differential 

inputs, both providing data to a 24-bit ΣΔ ADC (Ana-

log to Digital Converter). The two ADC channels are 

used alternatively for data acquisition and continuous 

calibration.

Reduction of Errors
The data acquisition circuit of the SFP101 provides 

two distinct mechanisms for reduction of errors in 

current readings. The first mechanism utilizes low-

pass filtering and long integration times, dynamically 

adjustable to the signal acquisition frequency, for 

minimization of the bandwidth and noise averaging. 

This technique is field proven and used in metrology 

instruments, such as high precision nanovoltmeters. 

It is quite effective for attenuation of thermal noise 
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(Johnson noise) present in the shunt’s measurements. 

The second error reduction mechanism the SFP101 

implements accounts for the thermoelectric EMF 

offsets developed along the whole signal path from the 

shunt to the ADC inputs inside the IC.

Continuous Calibration
For any measurement IC, external connections to a 

shunt include dissimilar materials at different tem-

peratures. This results in a number of thermoelectric 

EMF sources that add algebraically to the measured 

signal value. This has traditionally been the main ob-

stacle for achieving a wide dynamic range of measure-

ments using shunts. These errors are normally in the 

range of tens of microvolts up to tens of millivolts, and 

are highly dependent on the physical implementation 

of the circuit.

Sendyne addresses this issue utilizing its patented and 

patent pending technology that allows calibration for 

all thermoelectric errors that originate at the sensing 

leads of the shunt, including all filter components, 

their connections, as well as the connections of the 

IC leads themselves (including bonding connections 

inside the IC package). A complete measurement 

circuit built around the SFP101 (from shunt to digital 

interface) attains long-term drift / offset error that 

is typically better than 100 nanovolts over the whole 

operating temperature range.

Anti-aliasing and RFI/EMI Filter
The SFP101 allows interfacing to RFI/EMI/anti-alias-

ing filters without any degradation of the measure-

ment accuracy. Fig. 3 shows the suggested interface 

between the resistive shunt and the SFP101.

Identical filters (but not necessarily perfectly 

matched) are present at both current measurement 

inputs of the IC. A set of analog switches control the 

signal path between the shunt and the IC input pins.

These filters are necessary to remove interference 

from possibly large RF fields ever present near power 

circuits, and from nearby RF emitters such as WiFi 

and cellular communication devices. The filters’ time 

constants are chosen such that they also serve an anti-

aliasing function for the A/D.

Components used in these filters are not of a precision 

variety, and do not need to match each other between 

the two channels. However, the filters’ components 

should be precise enough to satisfy RF filtering and 

anti-aliasing functionality. Typically, inexpensive 5% 

tolerance components are sufficient for this purpose.

Presence of the filters at the inputs of the amplifica-

tion channels allows for very high performance in 

respect to rejection of EMI/RFI (Electromagnetic/ 

Radio Frequency Interference).

In order to achieve the best noise and linearity per-

formance, the two current amplification and sensing 

channels of SFP101 are operated with input (com-

mon-mode) voltage near the middle of the analog IC 

supply range.

Since the IC is typically used in a circuit with galvanic 

isolation for both power and communications, there 

must be a voltage reference source that biases the 

inputs of the current amplification channels to an ap-

propriate level; it is conveniently provided at pin 11 of 

the IC.
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Uncompensated Joints
There are six non-compensated solder joints connect-

ing the leads of the MOSFET switches and sensing 

leads of the shunt. These should be arranged accord-

ing to the recommended PCB layout that effectively 

creates an isothermal block (an area with uniform and 

constant temperature) for all of these joints, and as-

sures that thermoelectric errors from these six solder 

joints are null due to uniform temperature.

This arrangement has been experimentally verified at 

different temperatures by various tests utilizing ther-

mal chamber and precision thermometry.

“High” and “Low” Side Measurements
One of the unique features of the SFP101, when 

utilized in the recommended circuit configuration, 

is the ability to perform both “high” and “low” side 

current measurements. This is due to the fact that, 

with galvanic isolation for both power and communi-

cations, it does not matter if the current is sensed at 

the “low” (ground) or “high” (power supply) side, or 

anywhere in-between. Of course, the user should be 

aware of the polarity (sign) of the sensed current, as 

depending on the exact connection scheme, it may be 

different between the “high” or “low” sensing method. 

There is an advantage in having specific configurations 

when both current and voltage sensing are utilized; 

more information on this is provided in the Voltage 

Measurement Section.

Analog Switches
Simple MOSFET transistors are used as analog 

switches to perform automatic measurement system 

calibration. Because the maximum voltage to be dis-

connected is less than several hundred millivolts (e.g. 

1 kA current going through 100 μΩ shunt will create 

only a 100 mV voltage drop), it is possible to use a 

single MOSFET transistor as a bidirectional-blocking 

analog switch. The parasitic diode present in every 

MOSFET structure will never turn on due to the low 

voltage across the switch when it is open.

Recommended devices for these switches are mono-

lithic dual-MOSFET parts. The supply voltage for the 

MOSFET-driver buffers is an unregulated voltage VH 

that can be provided from an isolating DC/DC con-

verter. A pair of low-power voltage regulators may use 

the same voltage to generate accurate supply levels for 

AVDD and DVDD.

Again, as stated above, the measurement data from 

the IC are continuous, and internal re-calibration does 

not produce any interruptions or data dropouts. The 

actions of the calibration are automatic and transpar-

ent to the user; no intervention or management is 

required.

Coulomb Counting
The measured values of the current are automati-

cally accumulated in the coulomb count registers. The 

SFP101 offers three independent (but closely-coupled) 

coulomb count registers -- one for the value of the 

total integrated charge, and one each specifically for 

charge and discharge currents. The sum of the values 

in the CHARGE_ACC and DIS_ACC is always equal to 

the value in the CUR_ACC.

Coulomb counting operations are controlled by a state 

machine based on the present value of the current and  

two programmable threshold parameters, C_TRESH 

and D_TRESH, the charge threshold and discharge 

threshold.

If the value of the present current sample is higher 

than the C_TRESH, then the accumulation of the 

charge will be redirected to the register CHARGE_

ACC; if the present current sample is lower than the 

D_TRESH, then the accumulation of the charge will 

be redirected to the register DIS_ACC; if neither of 

these conditions is met, accumulation of the charge 

will be directed to the same register as for the previous 

sample.
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This logic-driven coulomb counting operation allows 

for drastic reduction of the accumulated errors in the 

coulomb counting registers (due to averaging out of 

the noise, instead of the rectification and integration 

of noise in both Charge and Discharge accumulators).

The difference between the values of the C_TRESH 

and D_TRESH parameters should be higher than the 

maximum peak-to-peak noise in the current measure-

ments; in practice, the C_TRESH should be initialized 

to a small positive value, and D_TRESH to a small 

negative value or zero.

It should be noted that the accuracy of the accumu-

lated charge quantity in the coulomb count registers is 

higher than would be possible by reading and accumu-

lating individual current measurements, due to a pre-

cisely uniform sampling rate and absence of jitter, and 

especially so if automatic temperature compensation 

is employed for the resistance changes of the shunt.

If full-scale (positive or negative) current measure-

ments are accumulated continuously, the coulomb 

count register is capable of collecting up-to 43 years 

of data without over- or under-flow. The host control-

ler is advised when accumulated charge is over half of 

the maximum amount (e.g. a flag is set and reported 

when the absolute value of the accumulated data ex-

ceeds ½ of the total maximum value); if the coulomb 

count register is started from zero value, it would take 

over 21 years for the ½ range flag to be set; the host 

controller therefore has another 21 years to deal with 

the situation by possibly resetting the coulomb count 

register back to zero.

Current Measurement Reporting
The SFP101 reports instantaneous values of the 

current, under control of the host system. Resolu-

tion of the current measurements depends on the 

frequency of the measurements. The SFP101 reports 

the measured values for the current measurements as 

the average value between the previous measurement 

read-out and the present data read-out; measurement 

noise is reduced and effective resolution is improved 

(being able to resolve smaller current changes) if the 

read-out frequency is reduced, allowing for a longer 

averaging time.
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Shunt Calibration
The SFP101 provides 16-bit non-volatile storage reg-

ister for shunt calibration data, register SHNT_CAL 

(address 0x41). The data in SHNT_CAL represents a 

value between -0.5 and +0.5, it is able to accommo-

date shunts with resistance variations (referenced to 

the nominal value) from -33 % to +100 %.

The user can calculate the effect of the calibration ac-

cording to the following formula: 

ICALIBRATED = IRAW × (216 + SHNT_CAL) / 216 

where IRAW and ICALIBRATED are correspondingly the 

raw and calibrated result for the measurement of 

current (that depends on the resistance value of the 

shunt), and considering that SHNT_CAL is a signed 

2’s complement 16-bit value. It should be clear, when 

SHNT_CAL=0, then ICALIBRATED = IRAW.

If not disabled by the SHNT_CAL_DIS control flag 

in register COMP_CTRL  (address 0x44, bit 0), the 

SFP101 automatically applies the calibration data 

and calculates the calibrated current value according 

to the formula above; this is especially convenient in 

respect to the accumulated charge data in the built-in 

coulomb counting registers.

The non-volatile register SHNT_CAL is not intended 

for periodic updates while the IC is performing normal 

operations (i.e. making measurements and acquiring 

data); it should only be initialized during testing or 

calibration operations; the IC should then be reset or 

the power should be cycled, in order to start normal 

operations.

Please contact Sendyne for information on performing 

the calibrations and for derivation of the SHNT_CAL 

value. 

Shunt Thermal Compensation
The SFP101 has a built-in mechanism for automatic 

compensation of the resistance changes of the shunt 

with changes in temperature.

To perform this automatic compensation, the IC 

utilizes the readings from the on-board thermistor 2 

as measurement of the temperature of the shunt (the 

Y value reported in register TEMP2Y_OB_OUT, ad-

dress  0x93). The calculated Y value for the on-board 

thermistor 2 is internally converted to temperature 

(in degrees Celsius, and using the look-up table as 

described in the Temperature Measurements section).

The temperature of the on-board thermistor 2 is in 

turn converted to a gain adjustment factor, and ap-

plied as shown below.

This functionality is implemented with the aid of a 

look-up table, a so-called Resistance Temperature 

Dependence Table (RTDT). The RTDT table has 256 

entries, each entry having 32-bit data; thus the total 

size of the table is 1 kB.

This table has a unique compensation value for dis-

crete temperatures spaced 1 °C apart. Compensation 

values for the shunt’s temperatures that fall between 

the discrete entries in the table are calculated by 

a proprietary Sendyne algorithm using linear ap-

proximation and 2nd-order correction values that are 

incorporated into every table entry.

The look-up fidelity of the compensation table is very 

high. The maximum calculation errors due to both the 

approximation and 2nd-order correction are less than 

±1 ppm. As a result, calculation errors have a negli-

gible effect on the accuracy of the reported current 

measurements.
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Compensation of the current measurement data is 

done according to the following formula:

ICOMP = ICALIBRATED ×  

(Compensation_Table_Entry) / 223

where ICOMP and ICALIBRATED are correspondingly the 

compensated and calibrated (see the section on cali-

bration above) results for the measurement of current, 

and considering that Compensation_Table_Entry 

is an unsigned 24-bit value, representing compen-

sation gain from 0 to 2. When Compensation_Ta-

ble_Entry=0x00800000 (representing compensation 

gain=1), then ICOMP = ICALIBRATED.

If not disabled by the SHNT_COMP_DIS control flag 

in register COMP_CTRL  (address 0x44, bit 4), the 

SFP101 automatically applies the compensation data 

and calculates the compensated current value accord-

ing to the formula above; this is especially important 

in respect to the accumulated charge data for the 

built-in coulomb counting registers.

Practical benefit of the thermal compensation will 

depend on the method of generation for the thermal 

dependency data. If a common (single) RTDT table 

is made for the whole production lot of shunts, using 

testing of a limited number of representative samples 

of that production lot, it could be expected that with 

thermal compensation the maximum magnitude error 

for the entire operating temperature range of -40 °C 

to +125 °C will be less than ±0.05 %. For shunts that 

have been individually characterized, an error of less 

than ±0.005 % (±50 ppm) is readily achievable.

If thermal compensation is employed, the IC must 

have a Celsius look-up table for the “on-board” therm-

istors, as well as the RTDT table.

More details are provided later in this document in the 

section describing FLASH tables.

Please contact Sendyne for information on producing 

the data for thermal compensation of the shunt and 

for generation of the RTDT compensation table.
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Voltage Measurements  
with the SFP101 
A dedicated 24-bit ΣΔ ADC is utilized for voltage 

measurements (as well as for temperature-related 

measurements). The Sendyne SFP101 interfaces to a 

simple resistive voltage divider that scales the desired 

voltage measurement range to the nominal input of 

±1.000 V. Accuracy and thermal drifts of the volt-

age measurements are determined by the accuracy of 

this voltage divider. Furthermore, calibration of the 

voltage measurement channel of the IC installed in a 

particular circuit is possible, at a single or at multiple 

temperatures. Fig. 4 illustrates a typical interface for 

acquiring voltage measurements.

The reference point VX-REF (0 V) of the voltage 

measurement is preferably the same as the negative 

terminal of the current measurement shunt, and the 

measured voltage value can be positive or negative.

When used with recommended values for the voltage 

divider, the application circuit can tolerate momentary 

over voltage conditions, and is highly protected from 

ESD. The actual rating depends on the capabilities of 

the component used in the divider.

With the divider values shown, the nominal full-scale 

range is ±201.40 V. Over-range readings up to ±220 V 

are accommodated without loss of accuracy.

If sensing voltages higher than the nominal working 

voltage of the upper resistor in the voltage divider is 

required, then series connection of several resistors 

should be employed per usual industry practices; the 

resulting voltage drops on each resistor of such string 

must be smaller than the rated continuous working 

voltage for the respective parts. For example, with 

resistors rated for 150 V continuous working volt-

age, four (4) such resistors would be required in the 

series-connected string, in order to be able to sense 

600 V continuously. In practical terms, for the 600 

V continuous voltage sensing, the 1.00 MΩ resistor 

shown in Figure 4 would have to be replaced by four 

series-connected 1.00 MΩ resistors.

Resolution of the measured voltage depends on the 

frequency of the measurements. The SFP101 reports 

the measured values for the voltage measurements as 

the average value between the previous measurement 

read-out and the present data read-out; measurement 

noise is reduced and effective resolution is improved 
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(being able to resolve smaller voltage changes) if the 

read-out frequency is reduced, allowing for longer 

averaging time.

The Voltage Sensing circuitry in the SFP101 has true 

differential inputs; however, for the largest full-scale 

measurement range it is advantageous to have the 

negative input of the differential sensing pair to be 

connected to the mid-point of the analog supply volt-

age, as shown in Fig. 4, utilizing the same internal bias 

generator as the current measurement channels. In 

this way, both positive and negative voltages can be 

measured, with equal full-scale excursions. In some 

applications it may be desirable to utilize the differ-

ential nature of the voltage sensing circuitry; in these  

cases the limits in Electrical Specification apply, and 

filtering of the voltage on one or both inputs may pos-

sibly be required to reject EMI/RFI.

As mentioned previously, the SFP101 circuit is able to 

perform both “high” and “low” side current measure-

ments. In order to exclude shunt voltage drop as well 

as errors associated with cables, it may be advanta-

geous to have the SFP101 circuit connected in a 

specific way depending on the configuration of the 

current sensing scheme.

Illustrated in Fig. 5 are two configurations that are 

suitable for simultaneous measurements of current 

and voltage on a multi-cell battery. The common 

element in both configurations is the connection of 

the negative side of the shunt (that is also a negative 

reference point for the voltage measurements) to the 

battery, irrespective of the “low” or “high” side meter-

ing for the current.

In the case of “low” side sensing (presented on the left 

side of Fig. 5), the measured current will read positive 

when the battery discharges; the measured voltage 

will also be positive.

In the case of “high” side sensing (illustrated on the 

right side of Fig. 5), the measured current will read 

negative when the battery discharges; the measured 

voltage will also be negative.

In either case, the voltage drop across the shunt will 

not impede the voltage measurement. It is strongly 

recommended to analyze the whole current charge/

discharge path in order to organize the cabling to have 
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the minimum impedance between the battery and the 

negative terminal of the shunt, for the purpose of hav-

ing correct measurements of the voltage.

Similar considerations apply when the desired 

measurement node is, for example, a charger or a 

specific load that should be monitored; in this case it 

is preferred that the negative terminal of the shunt 

is connected directly, or as close as possible, to the 

device being monitored.

Voltage Measurements’ Calibration
The SFP101 provides a 16-bit non-volatile storage 

register for calibration data of the voltage measure-

ment channel, register VOLT_CAL (address 0x55). 

The data in VOLT_CAL represents a value between 

-0.5 and +0.5, and it is able to accommodate input 

voltage divider ratio variations (referenced to the 

nominal value) of ±50 %.

The user can calculate the effect of the calibration ac-

cording to the following formula:

VCALIBRATED = VRAW × (216 + VOLT_CAL) / 216

where VRAW and VCALIBRATED are correspondingly 

the raw and calibrated result for the measurement of 

voltage (that depends on the divide ratio of the input 

divider), and considering that VOLT_CAL is a signed 

2’s complement 16-bit value. When VOLT_CAL=0, 

then VCALIBRATED = VRAW.

If not disabled by the VOLT_CAL_DIS control flag 

in register VOLT_GCCH  (address 0x58, bit 0), the 

SFP101 automatically applies the calibration data and 

calculates the calibrated voltage value according to the 

formula above; essentially, the calibration removes the 

errors of the input voltage divider at one specific tem-

perature (i.e. the temperature of the voltage divider at 

a time of calibration); accuracy of the voltage mea-

surements for any other temperatures of the voltage 

divider will mostly depend on the thermal tracking 

between the elements of the voltage divider.

The non-volatile register VOLT_CAL is not intended 

for periodic updates while the IC is performing normal 

operations (i.e. making measurements and acquiring 

data); it should only be initialized during testing or 

calibration operations; the IC should then be reset or 

the power should be cycled, in order to start normal 

operations.

Please contact Sendyne for information on performing 

the calibrations and for derivation of the VOLT_CAL 

value.
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 Temperature Measurements 
with the SFP101 
The Temperature Measurement Section is depicted 

in Fig. 6. Two differing circuits are employed for the 

“remote” and “on-board” temperature sensing.

Both “remote” and “on-board” temperature measure-

ments utilize NTC (negative temperature coefficient) 

thermistors, with preferred 10 kΩ nominal resistance 

(at 25 °C) and 1 % tolerance. A sensor that has 1 % 

tolerance permits better than ±1 °C measurement 

accuracy over the full operating temperature range of 

–40 °C to +125 °C.

The temperature measurement accuracy is not limited 

by the capabilities of SFP101 IC; it is fully determined 

by the accuracy and performance of the sensors and 

reference resistors engaged in the circuit.

The selected nominal value of 10 kΩ is a compromise 

between the circuits’ susceptibility to noise, low-power 

operations, and accuracy. The users may employ 

thermistors with differing nominal resistances and 

tolerances; performance of the circuit will vary accord-

ingly, and circuits’ components around the thermistor 

may need to be adjusted.

Operations with thermistors that have room-tempera-

ture resistance at or below 1 kΩ are not recommended 

due to relatively high current consumption.

Thermistors used as temperature sensors are typically 

characterized by low-cost (for a given level of accura-

cy, as opposed to other types of temperature sensors) 

and wide operating temperature range comparable to 

the operating range of performance electronic circuits 

and batteries; however, the response of the thermistor
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is highly non-linear over the full operating tempera-

ture range. 

At low temperatures, the changes of the thermistor’s 

resistance are large, while at high temperatures, the 

changes in conductance (1/R) are high. That is why 

the thermistor conditioning circuits often include lin-

earization components in the form of precision (and 

temperature-stable) resistors.

Linearization can be implemented with a “series” or 

a “parallel” linearization resistor; the impedance of 

the circuit and current consumption in the “series” 

approach changes dramatically with the temperature 

(becoming more susceptible to noise at lower tem-

peratures).

On the other hand, Sendyne uses “parallel” lineariza-

tion that is characterized by low impedance at high 

temperatures and impedance that is not larger than 

room-temperature resistance of the thermistor at low 

temperatures. This circuit is advantageous from the 

robustness to noise point of view.

A typical chart of linearized (and intrinsic non-linear-

ized) thermistor’s resistance is shown in Fig. 7. The 

linearization resistor is connected in parallel to the 

thermistor; the value of this resistor is equal to 10 kΩ, 

the same as the room-temperature (defined as 25 °C 

for thermistors) resistance of the thermistor. 

Notice that at the 25 °C point, the value of the linear-

ized resistance is exactly ½ of the nominal value of 

thermistor, or 5 kΩ. 

SFP101 reports the thermistors’ resistance values via 

an internally calculated intermediate parameter Y.

Y is defined as the ratio between the resistance of the 

thermistor in parallel with the reference (and linear-

ization) resistor, and resistance of the reference resis-

tor, as shown in Eq.1:

[1]

Utilization of Y parameter allows for freedom in 

selecting thermistors and reference resistors, without 

locking the user to any one particular part or value.

Moreover, parameter Y has other beneficial proper-

ties; in particular it has a naturally bounded value 

between 0 and 1 and its value does not depend on 

reference voltage (for the A/D) or the level of excita-

tion voltage for the thermistor circuits.

Users are free to apply their favorite temperature 

calculation method from the thermistor’s resistance; 

an example utilizing the Steinhart-Hart equation is 

provided later in this document.

In general, to calculate the temperature, it is required 

to know the reference resistor value, as well as charac-

teristics of the thermistor. 
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For the utilization of Steinhart-Hart equation it is nec-

essary to know a set of three (3) values that are called 

Steinhart-Hart coefficients.

While both “remote” and “local” sensing circuits 

employ “parallel” linearization, their operations are 

different.

The “remote” temperature measurement circuit is 

cingulated in Fig. 8. It is optimized for operations with 

a twisted-pair cable between the sensor (thermistor) 

and the SFP101.

As can be seen in Fig. 8, there are high-valued resis-

tors between the connections of the thermistor and 

the pins of the IC; this promotes high resistance to 

ESD events.

Acquisition of the data from a “remote” thermistor 

is performed by two separate voltage measurements; 

one measuring the voltage drop across the parallel 

combination of the “remote” thermistor and a 10.0 k 

reference/linearization resistor, between pins 28 and 

27, and the other measuring the voltage drop on the 

4.99 k reference resistor (that is also of the precision 

variety), between pins 12 and 28.

Since the current causing both voltage drops is the 

same, the resistance ratio between the two mea-

sured parts of the circuit is equal to the voltage ratio 

between the two measurements; in other words, the 

desired value of the parameter Y is the ratio between 

V10.0 k over 2*V4.99 k. The value of the 4.99 k resistor is 

intentionally selected to be  as close as possible to ½ 

of the resistance of the 10.0 k reference/linearization 

resistor; this simplifies the calculations (and is respon-

sible for exactly x2 in the denominator).

The other reason for selecting the bottom resistor’s 

value to be one-half of the reference/linearization 

resistor (rather than the same resistance) is to better 

match the permitted input range of the pins on the 

SFP101 IC to the actual voltage excursions developing 

in the “remote” thermistor sensing circuit over the full 

operating temperature range.

The switch connecting the bottom resistor to AGND 

can be made to open, in order to stop the current 

consumption in this sensing circuit; it may be use-

ful if “remote” temperature measurements are very 
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infrequent, and prolonged periods of time may pass 

between individual measurements.

While measurements of the “remote” thermistor are 

made, the switches in the “local” thermistors’ mea-

surement circuit are open, and this part of the circuit 

does not consume any excitation current.

The “on-board” temperature measurement circuit is 

shown in Fig.9. It is optimized for operations with 

multiple sensors connected to a single differential 

sensing input on the SFP101. This section of the  

circuit is primarily intended for temperature sensing 

at three (3) independent points on the current shunt.

Since this circuit is optimized for multiple sensors 

connected to a single input on SFP101, in a lowest-

cost implementation, its resistance to ESD is much 

lower than the “remote” circuit. High ESD resistance 

is not required for temperature sensing of the shunt, 

as the ESD transients will be absorbed and bypassed 

by the shunt itself. However, if  the “on-board” therm-

istors’ measurement circuit is used for other tasks, it is 

possible to safeguard the IC and related components 

by inserting appropriately large resistors in series with 

input and switch-control lines, as well as by adding 

transient protectors for the switches. The number of 

the sensors (thermistors) can also be increased; please 

contact Sendyne for details.

Linearization of the “on-board” thermistors is done 

with exactly the same method as the “remote” therm-

istor, by connecting a reference/linearization resistor 

in parallel to the sensor. There are also two measure-

ments required in order to calculate the value of 

parameter Y for each “on-board” thermistor.

However, since the reference resistor is time shared 

between all the “on-board” thermistors, there is only a 

single measurement for the reference resistor, and one 

measurement for each “on-board” thermistor.

In operations, firstly all switches except the reference 

resistor switch are opened; the voltage differential be-

tween pins 12 and 13 is digitized; this is the measure-

ment related to the reference/linearization resistor.

Then, while the reference resistor switch is still closed, 

one of the “on-board” thermistor’s switches is also 

closed; the voltage differential between pins 12 and 

13 is again digitized; this is a measurement related 

to the specific “on-board” thermistor. This process is 

Figure 9: On-board Thermistors Interface
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repeated for each “on-board” thermistor in turn.

All of these A/D measurements are ratiometric, i.e. 

the excitation voltage of the “on-board” thermistors’ 

circuit (AVDD) is also the reference for the A/D; the 

exact value of this excitation voltage does not mat-

ter, as long as it is stable between the time when the 

reference resistor is measured, and the time when any 

one thermistor is resolved. From the four (4) measure-

ments (one for the reference resistor, and one each 

for the “on-board” thermistors), the Y parameters are 

calculated.

Calculation of Y is a little more difficult in the case of 

the “on-board” thermistors, as the current through 

the circuit when evaluating the reference resistor and 

while measuring each thermistor is not the same; 

however, a linear-circuit DC calculation allows deriva-

tion of a simple formula for computation of Y, namely:

[2]

where ADCREF and ADCTH are the two measurements 

– one for the reference resistor and another for any 

particular “on-board” thermistor (in parallel to the 

reference resistor); these are the A/D results ex-

pressed as a number between 0 and 1; in other words, 

the actual voltage between pin 12 and pin 13 for these 

measurements is the reference voltage of the A/D 

(equal to AVDD) times the ADC value (that is between 

0 and 1).

For determination of the temperature for both “re-

mote” and “on-board” thermistors, first the resistance 

of the sensor is calculated from its Y value, and then 

(for example) the Steinhart-Hart equation is used for 

calculation of the temperature from the thermistor’s 

resistance.

The actual resistance of any thermistor is calculated 

from parameter Y (and using the fixed reference resis-

tor value) as follows:

[3]

The Steinhart-Hart equation for calculation of the 

temperature from the thermistor’s resistance has a 

form of:

[4]

where T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin (°C + 

273.15); R is the resistance of the thermistor in Ohms; 

C1, C2, and C3 are the Steinhart-Hart coefficients.

Notice that the natural logarithm value ln(R) can be 

calculated only once; it is used with C2 directly, and 

with C3 raised to the 3rd power.

Typically, the thermistor manufacturer can supply 

Steinhart-Hart coefficients, or they can be calculated 

from the resistance vs. temperature data for a particu-

lar type of thermistor.

For example, the thermistors used as “on-board” 

sensors on the SFP101EVB evaluation board have the 

following Steinhart-Hart coefficients:

C1 = 8.588600E-04, C2 = 2.565500E-04, and  

C3 = 1.701100E-07.
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Temperature Reporting in Degrees Celsius
The user can always get the thermistor measurement 

data that is related to the thermistors’ resistances, and 

implement calculations of the temperature in the Host 

using any suitable algorithm.

Alternatively, if median characteristics of the therm-

istors are known, it is possible to create and upload 

to the SFP101 IC the translation (look-up) tables for 

direct read-out of the temperatures in degrees Celsius 

(derived from Y values described previously in this 

document). In this case, the Host controller is relieved 

of any complicated temperature calculations, thus 

freeing the Host for other tasks, or reducing the Host’s 

energy consumption.

There are two independent tables - one for “external” 

thermistor, and another for “on-board” thermistors; 

these two tables can have different data to accommo-

date different characteristics of the thermistors.

Resolution and accuracy of translation for tables is 

very high, with effective calculation errors that are less 

than 0.5 m°C.

If automatic temperature compensation of the shunt’s 

resistance is enabled, then the SFP101 IC must have 

Celsius translation table for the “on-board” thermis-

tors.

Please contact Sendyne for information on creating Y-

to-Celsius translation tables for custom thermistors.
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Communications

Serial Interface
An asynchronous serial interface (UART) provides ac-

cess to the internal registers of the SFP101 via the Rx 

and Tx lines. Data format is 8 data bits, no parity, and 

1 stop bit; see Fig. 11.

While the SFP101 is capable of full-duplex operations 

(simultaneous and unsynchronized transmission and 

reception of data), it is intentionally restricted to half-

duplex interrogate/respond operations by the com-

munications protocol. With a suitable driver/receiver, 

both transmit and receive lines can be consolidated 

into a single-wire bidirectional LIN-like serial com-

munications interface.

Baud Rate Selection
The SFP101 supports several baud rates. After a 

Power on reset the Baud Rate defaults at 19,200. The 

Baud Rate can be changed by the baud rate selection 

bits (BAUD_SEL) of the COM_C register.

Baud Rates Supported by SFP101

Baud Rate    Actual      % Error
9600       9598.55      -0.015 %

19,200 (default)  19,203      +0.016 %

115,200      115,218      +0.016 %

Cyclic Redundancy Check CRC-8
In a message frame, the CRC-8 is calculated over the 

whole message during both read and write operations. 

The CRC polynomial used is X8+X2+X1+X0. The 

CRC-8 will detect all single bit errors, all odd number 

of bit errors, any burst error less than 8 bits long and 

most of other types of errors. (The CRC-8 code is part 

of the SMBus specification 1.1 and information on its 

implementation as well as a CRC-8 calculator can be 

found at www.SBS-forum.org.)

Register Addressing
Registers of the SFP101 are memory-mapped. They 

can be accessed individually or in groups of two, three, 

or six consecutive bytes.

Register Groups
The registers are grouped into four main categories:

General Purpose Registers

These registers control or provide status information 

for SFP101 general functions, such as power manage-

ment, communication setup, etc.  This group also 

includes Flash Interface registers that provide access 

to the user-definable and permanently-stored look-up 

tables.

Message Frame

Header Parameters or Response

Mode Field Address Field Data Field(s) Data Field Data Field

Intra-frame response space Inter-byte space

CRC-8

Interframe distance

MSBLSB

Figure 10: Message Frames 
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Current Acquisition Related Registers

These registers provide current ADC data as well sta-

tus and control information. 

Voltage Acquisition Related Registers

These registers provide voltage ADC data and status 

information.

Temperature Acquisition Related Registers

These registers provide temperature ADC data and 

status information.

Message Frames
Access to the registers of the SFP101 is accomplished 

through polling by the host. Data from the host or the 

SFP101 are encapsulated in message frames (depicted 

in Fig. 10) that are themselves consisting of individual 

byte fields (shown in Fig. 11). Each message frame 

includes a Header transmitted by the host, followed 

by either Parameters supplied by the host for a write 

operation, or Response Data provided by SFP101 for a 

read operation.

Frame Header
The Frame Header consists of the Mode Byte and the 

Register Address Byte. The Mode Byte contains in-

formation on whether it is a read or a write operation 

and the number of bytes to be sent in the Parameters 

field during a write operation or to be received in the 

Response Data field during a read operation.

The Register Address Byte contains the address of the 

register to be either written or read. For multi-byte 

register operations the Register Address Byte should 

be pointing at the lowest address of the multi-byte 

register. If the Register Address Byte does not point 

Byte field

LSB 
(bit 0)

MSB 
(bit 7)

Start 
bit

Stop 
bit

  

Figure 11: Byte Field Structure

Figure 12: Frame Header
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at the lowest address of a multi-byte transfer request, 

the command, whether a “read” or “write”, will not be 

executed and the SFP101 will set the communication 

error flag. Details for the Frame Header are shown in 

Figure 12.

Communications With a Host

Write Registers
All data transfers are initiated by the host. Transfers 

from the host to the SFP101 can be 1, 2, 3, or 6 bytes 

long, without including the CRC-8 byte. After a write 

operation into the SFP101, the host should read back 

the contents of the target registers in order to verify 

that the operation completed successfully without any 

errors.

Any detected error will cause the SFP101 to discard 

the message and upon detection set the COM_ER 

bit of all the Group Status Registers (GP_S, CUR_S, 

VOLT_S and TEMP_S).

During a multi-byte transfer, the Register Address 

Byte contains the first address (lowest) of the Regis-

ters to be read or written.

Data bytes following the Message Header (Mode and 

Register Address Bytes) are arranged in the little-en-

dian format, with the least significant byte immediatey 

following the Register Address Byte.

A CRC-8 byte, calculated upon the whole message, 

needs to be appended to the end of the packet.

Read Registers
The host can request to read the contents of a register 

with a Read command specifying the number of bytes 

to be read, followed by the address of the register (the 

address of LSB for multiple registers). The SFP101 

will respond with a packet headed by the relevant 

Register Group Status byte (XXX_S - GP_S, CUR_S, 

VOLT_S, or TEMP_S). The two most significant bits 

of the Status Registers contain the ID of the group and 

can be used as an aid for packet synchronization. In 

addition, the Register Group Status byte provides the 

host with various error statuses.

The Register Group Status byte will be followed by 

AddressMode Byte Data (LSB) Data (MSB) CRC-8

AddressMode Byte

XX Data (LSB) Data (MSB) CRC-8XXX_S

One to six bytes

One to six bytesRegister Group
Status Register

Register Group ID
(b7b6 of Status Reg.)

00-General
01-Current ADC
10-Voltage ADC
11-Temperature ADC

Write Registers

Read Registers

Figure 13: Write/Read Registers  
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one to six bytes of requested data. This data is also 

arranged in the little-endian format, with the least 

significant byte immediately following the XXX_S 

byte. Finally a CRC-8 code, calculated upon the whole 

message will be appended at the end of the packet. 

For example, a read request for any Status Register 

will return three bytes: two XXX_S bytes and a CRC 

byte.

Read and Write Multiple Registers
It is possible to read or write to multiple multi byte 

registers in one transaction. For example, a six byte 

read could read two consecutive three-byte register 

sets at once. For writes, all multi-byte registers must 

fit exactly into the specified number of bytes for the 

transaction. The Register Address Byte must contain 

the first (lowest) address of all the multi-byte registers 

to be read or written. The addresses must be continu-

ous across both multi byte registers, and cannot have 

any gaps in between. The transaction is invalid if any 

of the addresses do not exist.

Communication Errors 
When the SFP101 detects a communication error it 

will ignore the transaction that caused the error and 

set COM_ER bit in the XXX_S register of every group. 

The COM_ER bit is cleared for all XXX_S registers 

after a read operation. The following conditions will 

cause the SFP101 to set the error flag COM_ER:

CRC-8 error

Cyclic Redundancy Check data provided by the  

host does not match the contents of the last  

communication.

Non-existing address

A Read or Write operation to a non-defined address.

Mismatch between transfer type  

and accompanying data

A multi-byte register Write operation is not  

accompanied by the specified number of bytes.

Address boundary violation

A multi-byte transfer start address does not point 

to the lowest address of the multi-byte register.

Timeout

A write operation times-out before all expected data 

are received.

Failure to read back baud rate register

The COM_C register is not read back after being  

written to.
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Performance & Timeout
Inter-byte space

It is desirable that the total maximum space between 

the bytes of a frame will not contribute more than 

40% additional duration as compared to the nominal 

transmission time.

The nominal transmission time depends on the se-

lected baud rate. For example, at 115 Kbs the bit dura-

tion is approximately 8.7 μs and the byte transmission 

time is 87 μs. A frame with 9 bytes will have a nominal 

transmission time of 783 μs. The maximum total 

space between bytes (not including the Inter-frame 

response space) should be less than 313 μs.

Whenever possible, the SFP101 will observe this tim-

ing restriction, but it will not reject frames if they are 

longer than the maximum frame space.

Intra-frame response space

The maximum time the host should wait between the 

end of the transmission of a Read request Header and 

the start of the response of the SFP101 is 20 ms. If the 

SFP101 has not responded by then, a new transmis-

sion may be started.

Intra-frame Timing

Parameter Description Timeout
(ms)

TFRAME Time for transmission of a 

Message Frame

20

A message reception will be aborted by the SFP101 

after occurrence of a TFRAME timeout.

ADC Sampling Rate and Data Read-Out
All ADC channels rely on the same clock to acquire 

data but they are multiplexed and interleaved to ac-

quire data at different frequencies.

The relationship of the sampling frequencies among 

the three ADC channels is given in the following table:

ADC Channels Sampling Rate

Base 
Frequency

Current
ADC

Voltage
ADC

Temperature 
ADC

400 Hz 400 Hz 400 Hz 4.1667 Hz

Data Averaging for Current and Voltage

Because the sampling rate and the communications 

are asynchronous, a read report for a current or volt-

age value is an average of all the samples acquired 

since the last read report for that channel. This allows 

the SFP101 voltage and current data to be read at any 

rate without losing accuracy.

If the host performs a read operation before a new 

sample is acquired, the D_RPT flag of the relevant 

status register will be set to indicate that the data read 

was repeated and the same data will be sent again. 

The maximum rate at which new read reports can be 

obtained is the sampling rate of the channel.

Data Averaging for Temperatures

The values in the temperature registers are an average 

of all readings acquired for each of the thermistors 

over 240 ms. The temperature registers do not have a 

data repeat flag.
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Access to Flash Tables
In order to simplify computational load in the Host, 

and enable temperature compensation of the shunt’s 

resistance, the SFP101 utilizes quick look-up tables in-

stead of complicated analytical calculations. Namely, 

look-up tables are used for translation of the Y values 

(see the section on Temperature Measurements) from 

thermistors into temperatures expressed in degrees 

Celsius, and for (shunt) Resistance Temperature De-

pendence Table (RTDT).

The IC contains four (4) FLASH tables, 1 kB each. 

Every table consists of 256 entries, each entry is 32 

bits (4 Bytes) long. Selection of an individual table 

is controlled by the FLASH Table Number register 

F_TABLE  (address 0x2D), and a particular entry in a 

table is pointed to by the FLASH Entry Number regis-

ter F_ENTRY  (address 0x2C).

FLASH Tables’ Utilization

Table  
Number

Table Utilization

0 Y-to-Celsius conversion for 

“on-board” thermistors

1 Y-to-Celsius conversion for 

“external” thermistor

2 RTDT compensation for 

shunt resistance

3 Reserved

All of the tables will typically be either initialized at 

the factory, or loaded during factory or the user’s 

calibration; the user should not need to access them 

during normal operations. As a matter of fact, it is not 

possible to erase and/or write data into these tables 

during the normal operations. In order to update a 

table, the IC has to enter a special mode, controlled by 

the FLASH write/erase enable bit (F_WE_EN) in RST 

register (address 0x10, bit 1); normal measurement 

activities stop during this special mode of operations. 

This mode of operations is utilized only for tables’ 

update during calibrations or special initialization of 

the SFP101.

Erasing a table and providing write access:

a. Set FLASH write/erase enable bit (F_WE_EN) in 

RST register (address 0x10, bit 1).

b. Write the appropriate Table Number and specifi-

cally Entry Number 0 into F_TABLE and F_ENTRY 

registers (0x2D, 0x2C), using 2-Byte write transfer 

starting at F_ENTRY (0x2C).

c. Write the value 0x55 into F_ERASE_L (address 

0x2E), and the same Table Number as used in step b. 

above into F_ERASE_H (address 0x2F), using 2-Byte 

write transfer starting at F_ERASE (0x2E); wait 50 ms 

for ERASE to complete.

d. Verify erasure by reading F_ERASE register, using 

2-Byte read transfer starting at F_ERASE (0x2E). 

F_ERASE_L will return the number 0x55, and F_

ERASE_H will return the Table Number (0-3) of the 

table just erased. If no table was erased, the return 

value will be 0xFF55.

Writing to a table (immediately after performing the 

Erase operation): 

a. Write a single 32-bit table entry using 6-Byte access 

starting at F_DATA_0 (0x28), specifying Table Num-

ber (equal to the last table erased), Entry Number 

(typically starting at 0), and 32-bit FLASH data; all in 

a single 6-Byte transfer.

b. Repeat a. (continue writing to the subsequent en-

tries) until the table is filled (Note: the Entry Number 

must be different for every 6-Byte write transfer).

After write operations for a table are completed, the 

SFP101 should be reset or the power should be cycled, 

in order to return to normal operations.
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Reading table entries sequentially:

a. Initialize the Table Number register F_TABLE  

(address 0x2D) to point to the appropriate table and 

enable the READ_INC bit in the same register; set 

Entry Number register F_ENTRY  (address 0x2C) to 

the initial entry (typically 0), using 2-Byte write access 

starting at F_ENTRY  (0x2C).

b. Read the Table Number, Entry Number, and FLASH 

data together using 6-Byte read access starting at 

F_DATA_0 (0x28) (Note that F_TABLE. READ_INC 

will be reported as set).

c. Since the Entry Number will be automatically 

incremented after the completion of each 6-Byte read 

access, simply repeat step b. to read the entire table.

Reading table entries randomly:

a. Initialize the Table Number register F_TABLE   

(address 0x2D) to point to the appropriate table and 

clear the READ_INC bit in the same register; set 

Entry Number register F_ENTRY  (address 0x2C) to 

the required entry, using 2-Byte write access starting 

at F_ENTRY  (0x2C).

b. Read the Table Number, Entry Number, and FLASH 

data together using 6-Byte read access starting at 

F_DATA_0 (0x28) (Note that F_TABLE. READ_INC 

will be reported as cleared).

c. Repeat steps a. and b. to read the required table 

entries.

Information complementary to the discussion above is 

provided in the Registers section, within the descrip-

tions of the individual FLASH interface registers. 
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Registers

Register Map

GP_S0x00 CUR_S0x30 VOLT_S0x50 TEMP_S0x70

COM_C0x01

CUR_C0x31 VOLT_C0x51 TEMP_C0x71

GENERAL 
PURPOSE

CURRENT 
MEASUREMENT

CURRENT
MEASUREMENT,
CONTINUED

VOLTAGE
MEASUREMENT

TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENT

CURRENT CONTROL
& STATUS

FLASH
INTERFACE

FLASH 
DATA

FLASH ENTRY

VOLTAGE CONTROL
& STATUS

TEMPERATURE 
CONTROL & STATUS

CUR_ACC00x35

CUR_ACC10x36

CUR_ACC20x37

CUR_ACC30x38

CUR_ACC40x39

CUR_ACC50x3A

COULOMB 
COUNTING DATA

VOLT_CALL0x55

VOLT_CALH0x56

VOLTAGE
CALIBRATION DATA

VOLT_GCCL0x57

VOLT_GCCH0x58

VOLTAGE GAIN & 
CALIBRATION CONTROL

F_DATA_00x28

F_DATA_10x29

F_DATA_20x2A

F_DATA_30x2B

F_ENTRY0x2C

FLASH TABLE

F_TABLE0x2D

FLASH ERASE

F_ERASE_L0x2E

F_ERASE_H0x2F

SHNT_CALL0x41

SHNT_CALH0x42

SHUNT
CALIBRATION DATA

CUR_GAIN0x43

CURRENT
GAIN CONTROL

COMP_CTRL0x44

COMPENSATION
CONTROL

C_TRESH_L0x45

C_TRESH_M0x46

C_TRESH_H0x47

CHARGE
THRESHOLD VALUE

D_TRESH_L0x48

D_TRESH_M0x49

D_TRESH_H0x4A

DISCHARGE
THRESHOLD VALUE

CHARGE_ACC00xC0

CHARGE_ACC10xC1

CHARGE_ACC20xC2

CHARGE_ACC30xC3

CHARGE_ACC40xC4

CHARGE_ACC50xC5

CHARGE_ACC60xC6

CHARGE_ACC70xC7

ACCUMULATED
CHARGE DATA

DIS_ACC00xC8

DIS_ACC10xC9

DIS_ACC20xCA

DIS_ACC30xCB

DIS_ACC40xCC

DIS_ACC50xCD

DIS_ACC60xCE

DIS_ACC70xCF

ACCUMULATED
DISCHARGE DATA

RST0x10

CUR_OUTL0x32 VOLT_OUTL0x52 TEMP0_R_OUTL0x72

CUR_OUTM0x33 VOLT_OUTM0x53 TEMP0_R_OUTM0x73

CUR_OUTH0x34 VOLT_OUTH0x54 TEMP0_R_OUTH0x74

CURRENT DATA

RESET

VOLTAGE DATA
REMOTE SENSOR
TEMPERATURE DATA

GENERAL PURPOSE
STATUS

COMMUNICATIONS

TEMP1_OB_OUTL0x90

TEMP1_OB_OUTM0x91

TEMP1_OB_OUTH0x92

ON-BOARD SENSORS
TEMPERATURE DATA

TEMP0_R_CL0x99

TEMP0_R_CM0x9A

TEMP0_R_CH0x9B

REMOTE SENSOR
CELSIUS DATA

TEMP1_OB_CL0x9C

TEMP1_OB_CM0x9D

TEMP1_OB_CH0x9E

TEMP2_OB_CL0x9F

TEMP2_OB_CM0xA0

TEMP2_OB_CH0xA1

TEMP3_OB_CL0xA2

TEMP3_OB_CM0xA3

TEMP3_OB_CH0xA4

ON-BOARD SENSORS
CELSIUS DATA

TEMP2_OB_OUTL0x93

TEMP2_OB_OUTM0x94

TEMP2_OB_OUTH0x95

TEMP3_OB_OUTL0x96

TEMP3_OB_OUTM0x97

TEMP3_OB_OUTH0x98

PNS_10x11

PART NUMBER
STRING 1

PNS_60x16

MC_L0x21

MANUFACTURING
CODE

0x22

MC_H0x23

VER_L0x26

VERSION
CODE

PN_L0x24

PART NUMBER
CODE

0x25 PN_H

MC_M

VER_H0x27

CUR_ACC60x3B

CUR_ACC70x3C

Read only

Read/write

Read /write non-volatile

Addresses printed in Bold indicate
the initial address to be used for
block transfers

PNS_70x17

PART NUMBER
STRING 2

PNS_120x1C

SerNo_0

SerNo_1

0x1E

0x1F

SERIAL NUMBER

SerNo_20x20

*

The SFP101 contains a set of user accessible registers.  Registers can be single or multi-byte. The registers and their 

functions are described in the following sections.  The units are given in ADC counts,which are a mapping of the ADC 

voltage to a 24 bit value.
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General Purpose Registers
The General Purpose Registers control the general 

configuration of the SFP101, as well as provide infor-

mation such as hardware and software version, manu-

facturing codes, etc. that can be used for diagnostic 

purposes by higher level protocols.

General Purpose Status
The General Purpose Status register GP_S is a read 

only register containing the Group identification bits 

and error information pertaining to the last commu-

nication.

The GP_S register is always attached as a header to 

SFP101 read responses for addresses 0x00 to 0x2F.

GP_S: General Purpose Status (Address: 0x00)

Bit Bit Symbol Bit Description
[7:6] ID R 00: General Purpose  

Registers Group ID

[5:1] Reserved; always reads  

as zero

[0] COM_ER R 1: Communication Error 

0: No Error

Communication Control
The Communication Control register COM_C controls 

the mode of communication of the SFP101 through 

the serial port. 

Through the COM_C register the host can program 

the serial port baud rate and reset the communication 

channel.

COM_RST: Communication Reset

Setting this bit to one clears all volatile registers, and 

returns all peripherals into their default status, includ-

ing the baud rate (19,200.) Non volatile registers do 

not reset.

COM_C: Communication Control & Status 

(Address: 0x01)

Bit Bit Symbol Bit Description
[7:3] Reserved

[2] COM_RST W 1: Reset

[1:0] 

 

 

BAUD_SEL 

 

 

R/W 

 

 

00: 9600 

01: 19,200(default) 

10: 115,200  

11: Reserved

After Setting the BAUD_SEL bits the host must per-

form a Read Register operation on COM_C register

at the old baud rate to verify that the values are 

accepted. The SFP101 will switch baud rates after 

the completion of the Read operation. If this Read 

Register operation is not carried out, the SFP101 will 

remain at the old baud rate and set the COM_ER bit.

Reset IC and Write/Erase Control for  
FLASH Tables
Setting of the RST bit is equivalent to a power-on reset 

of the chip. It clears all volatile registers

and returns all peripherals into their default status, 

including the baud rate (19200.) After setting

this bit, communications will be disabled for 600 ms 

max. Non-volatile registers are not affected

by the reset.

Bit F_WE_EN of the RST register controls FLASH 

Erase and Write operations. When this bit is

set, the IC stops normal functions (such as sampling 

of current, voltage, and temperatures). After

the FLASH operations (which are typically erasure 

and writing of the FLASH tables) are finished,

the IC must be reset (or the power must be cycled) in 

order to restart normal functioning of the

IC; since all volatile registers will be reset to their 

default values, FLASH table write functionality

is not suitable for saving of the accumulated data, or 

any data, while the IC is in normal mode of

operations. FLASH Write operations should be used 

only for initialization of the IC; however,
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such initialization may occur both at the initial testing 

and calibration, and when the IC is already

assembled into the end-user equipment.

RST: Reset (Address 0x10)

Bit Bit Symbol R/W Bit Description
[7:3] Reserved

[1] F_WE_EN R/W FLASH Write/Erase 

Enable

1: Enable FLASH 

Erase and Write

0: Disable FLASH 

Erase and Write,

normal operations

[0] RST R/W 1: IC Reset 

0: Default, normal 

operations

 PNS1: 6-Byte (48-bit) Part Number String1
Part Number String1 in combination with Part 

Number String2 provides alphanumerical Part Num-

ber identification for the IC (e.g. PNS1=”SFP101”, 

PNS2=”1ASTZA”).

PNS1: 6-Byte (48-bit) Part Number String1 (ASCII 

character codes)

Address Name Register Descrip.
0x11 PNS_1 String Byte 1

0x12 PNS_2 String Byte 2

0x13 PNS_3 String Byte 3

0x14 PNS_4 String Byte 4

0x15 PNS_5 String Byte 5

0x16 PNS_6 String Byte 6

PNS2: 6-Byte (48-bit) Part Number String2
Part Number String2 in combination with Part 

Number String1 provides alphanumerical Part Num-

ber identification for the IC (e.g. PNS1=”SFP101”, 

PNS2=”1ASTZA”).

PNS2: 6-Byte (48-bit) Part Number String2 (ASCII 

character codes)

Address Name Register Descrip.
0x17 PNS_7 String Byte 7

0x18 PNS_8 String Byte 8

0x19 PNS_9 String Byte 9

0x1A PNS_10 String Byte 10

0x1B PNS_11 String Byte 11

0x1C PNS_12 String Byte 12

SerNo: 24-bit Serial Number
IC’s Serial Number or other information.

SerNo: 24-bit Serial Number (binary, uncommitted)

Address Name Register Descrip.
0x1E SerNo_0 Serial Number [7:0]

0x1F SerNo_1 Serial Number [15:8]

0x20 SerNo_2 Serial Number [23:16]

Manufacturing Code  (Addresses 0x21-0x23)
The Manufacturing Code group of three registers con-

tains encoded information for the following fields:

– Manufacturing Date: YYWK

–  Location code for Wafer Fab, geometry, assembly, 

lot and step

–  Revision Code for Silicon and Kernel

Part Number (Addresses 0x24-0x25)
The two Part Number registers contain encoded infor-

mation for the SFP101 part number.

Version Code (Address 0x26-0x27)
The Version Code register contains information for 

the version of the SFP101 firmware.

F_DATA: 32-bit FLASH Table Entry 
The Four-Byte FLASH data register can only be ac-

cessed as a part of a 6-Byte transfer that also

includes the Table Number and Entry Number regis-

ters, starting at address 0x28. 
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Setting the FLASH write/erase enable flag F_WE_EN 

in the RST register (address 0x10, bit 1) enables 

writing to F_DATA register set, whereas reads can 

be made anytime. Writing to this register set will 

save the data to the entry specified by the Table 

Number and Entry Number registers. When writing, 

the Table Number register has to match the value 

of F_ERASE_H (the high Byte of the FLASH ERASE 

register, address 0x2F).

F_DATA: 32-bit FLASH Table Entry

Address Name Register Descrip.
0x28 F_Data_0 Entry Data [7:0]

0x29 F_Data_1 Entry Data [15:8]

0x2A F_Data_2 Entry Data [23:16]

0x2B F_Data_3 Entry Data [31:24]

F_ENTRY: FLASH Entry Number
One-byte FLASH entry selection register, specifying 

one of the 256 entries of a single FLASH table.

F_ENTRY: FLASH Entry Number (Address 0x2C)

Bit Bit Symbol R/W Bit Description
[7:0] Entry R/W FLASH Entry selec-

tion, 0 to 255

F_TABLE: FLASH Table Number
One-byte FLASH table selection register, specifying 

one of the four (4) FLASH tables. Also contains a bit 

to enable automatic increments of the Entry Number 

after every read command. This makes it possible to 

read the entire table without having to explicitly incre-

ment the Entry Number. 

F_TABLE: FLASH Table Select (Address 0x2D)

Bit Bit Symbol R/W Bit Description
[7] READ_INC R/W 1: Enable automatic 

incrementing of the

Entry Number reg-

ister after each  

read access to the 

F_DATA register 

set

0: Disable automat-

ic incrementing

[6:3] Reserved

[1:0] TABLE R/W FLASH table selec-

tion, 0 to 3

[00] selects Table 0

[01] selects Table 1

[10] selects Table 2

[11] selects Table 3

F_ERASE: FLASH Erase Register
FLASH Erase register controls erasure of a FLASH 

table in preparation to writing the entries to that table.

FLASH Erase register only supports 2-Byte read and 

write commands, starting at address 0x2E. For a 

FLASH page erase to execute properly, the FLASH 

write/erase enable bit in RST register {0x10} must be 

enabled.

When writing to F_ERASE for initiation of a FLASH 

table erase operation, the F_ERASE_L must contain 

the value 0x55 and the F_ERASE_H must match the 

value in the FLASH Table Number register {0x2D}. 

This is done to greatly reduce the probability of er-

roneous erase operations. 

Immediately after the completion of the write opera-

tion, the SFP101 will erase the table specified by the 

F_ERASE_H. During the erase, the Host must wait 

over 50 ms before issuing any communications to the 

SFP101.
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On Read from this register, the number of the last 

table erased (0x00 - 0x03) will be returned in

the F_ERASE_H for verification (return value for 

F_ERASE_L is always 0x55); by default, if no

table was erased, this register contains 0xFF55.

F_ERASE: FLASH Erase Register

Address Name Register Descrip.
0x2E F_ERASE_L Bits [7:0] Protection 

from accidental

erasure;

On Writes, these bits 

must be 0x55, or

the Erase will not be 

executed;

On Reads, these bits 

will always be 0x55

0x2F F_ERASE_H Table Number for 

Erase operation, 0 

to 3,

any other value will 

prevent execution of

the Erase command

Current Measurement Registers
The following registers relate to the SFP101 current 

measurement functions.

CUR_S: ADC Current Status (Address 0x30)

Bit Bit Symbol R/W Bit Description
[7:6] CUR_ID R 01 (Current ADC 

ID)

[5] Reserved

[4] D_RPT R 1:Data read was 

repeated  

0: New data

[3] ACC_OVR R 1: coulomb counter 

overflow 

 0: No overflow 

[2:1] Reserved

[0] COM_ER R 1: Communication 

Error

ADC Current Calibration for Zero Offset
The SFP101 performs zero-offset calibration on the 

current channel without disrupting data accumula-

tion. It does this automatically when the AUTO_CAL 

bit is set in the CUR_C register (default state). How-

ever, clearing it allows the host to exercise the IC, and 

to activate calibration manually by setting FORC_CAL 

bit; this is utilized in factory testing only, and has no 

utility for the user.

In normal operations, it is possible to set FORC_CAL 

while the automatic calibration is enabled, however 

this is not recommended since accuracy may suffer.

CUR_C: ADC Current Control (Address 0x31)

Bit Bit Symbol R/W Bit Description
[7] Reserved

[6] AUTO_CAL R/W 0: automatic cali-

bration disabled 

1: enabled (default)

[5:3] Reserved
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CUR_C: ADC Current Control (Address 0x31)

Bit Bit Symbol R/W Bit Description
[2] FORC_CAL W Writing 1 forces 

calibration

[1] C_ACC W Writing 1 clears the 

coulomb counter 

registers

[0] Reserved

CUR_OUT: Current Measurement  
Data Output Registers
The voltage drop across a shunt resistor is measured 

by the two current ADC channels that are averaged 

together (in counts). See Current Measurements with 

the SFP101 section for the complete functionality.

CUR_OUT:24-bit Conversion Data (2’s complement)

Address Name Register Description
0x32 CUR_OUTL ADC Data [7:0]

0x33 CUR_OUTM ADC Data [15:8]

0x34 CUR_OUTH ADC Data [23:16]

 CUR_ACC: Coulomb Counting  
Data Accumulator
These 8 registers are Read/Write. Either the lowest 

6 bytes (0x35 – 0x3A) or the highest 6 bytes (0x37 – 

0x3C) can be read in one transaction. Writes may be 

issued to any registers in the set and are stored in an 8 

byte buffer. When the last byte (0x3A) is written, the 

multi-byte register will be updated with the value in 

the buffer. The registers do not reset when data is read 

from them. When the coulomb count values reach 

0xC000000000000000 or 0x3FFFFFFFFFFFFFFF, the 

coulomb counting overflow condition (ACC_OVR) will 

be set in the CUR_CS register. Setting the C_ACC bit 

of CUR_C will clear the ACC_OVR bit and reset the 

coulomb count to zero. The SFP101 will keep accumu-

lating data if the register overflows.

The coulomb accumulator works by continuously add-

ing current ADC samples to the CUR_ACC register. 

The coulomb count (in counts) is obtained by dividing 

the value in the CUR_ACC register by the sampling 

rate of the SFP101.

CUR_ACC: 64-bit Accumulated 

Current Data (2’s complement)

Address Name Register Description
0x35 CUR_ACC0 ACC Data [7:0]

0x36 CUR_ACC1 ACC Data [15:8]

0x37 CUR_ACC2 ACC Data [23:16]

0x38 CUR_ACC3 ACC Data [31:24]

0x39 CUR_ACC4 ACC Data [39:32]

0x3A CUR_ACC5 ACC Data [47:40]

0x3B CUR_ACC6 ACC Data [55:48]

0x3C CUR_ACC7 ACC Data [63:56]

SHNT_CAL: Shunt Calibration Data
These registers are saved in non-volatile memory and 

are used to store shunt resistance calibration data. 

When this register is written to, the chip will stop 

all functions for 40 ms in order to write to the flash 

memory.

SHNT_CAL: 16-bit Shunt Scaling Data

Address Name Register Description
0x41 SHNT_CALL Calibration Data [7:0]

0x42 SHNT_CALH Calibration Data [15:8]
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CUR_GAIN: Current Gain Control
Encoded setting of the Programmable Gain Amplifier 

(PGA) in the Current Measurement Section.

Effectively, this control register defines the maximum 

full-scale input voltage of the shunt’s voltage drop 

amplifier that will be digitized and reported without 

clipping or distortion.  This register is saved in non-

volatile memory. 

CUR_GAIN: Setting of PGA for current sensing  

(Address 0x43)

Bit Symbol R/W Bit Description
[7:3] Reserved

[2:0] CUR_PGA R/W PGA settings:

[010] = FS voltage of 

±300 mV

[011] = FS voltage of 

±150 mV

[100] = FS voltage of 

±75 mV

[101] = FS voltage of 

±37.5 mV

[110] = FS voltage of 

±18.75 mV

All other states of bits 

[2:0] are reserved

COMP_CTRL: Compensation Control
This register provides control bits for disabling or 

enabling automatic utilization of the shunt’s

Scaling (Room-temperature Calibration) Data and 

shunt’s Resistance Temperature Dependence

Table (RTDT). This register is saved in non-volatile 

memory.

COMP_CTRL: Control of shunt scaling and temper-

ature compensation (Address 0x44)

Bit Symbol R/W Bit Description
[7:5] Reserved

[4] SHNT_

COMP_DIS

R/W 1: Automatic use of 

RTDT is disabled

0: Automatic use of 

RTDT is enabled

Factory supplied ICs 

have this bit =1

[3:1] Reserved

[0] SHNT_CAL 

_DIS

R/W 1: Automatic use of 

SHNT_CAL is dis-

abled

0: Automatic use of 

SHNT_CAL is enabled

Factory supplied ICs 

have this bit =1

C_TRESH: Charge Threshold Value
This value is used for controlling operations of unidi-

rectional charge accumulators DIS_ACC and

CHARGE_ACC; specifically, when the current mea-

surement exceeds the C_TRESH, the accumulation 

of the charge value will be directed to the register 

CHARGE_ACC. In typical use, C_TRESH is initialized 

to a small positive value. These registers are saved in 

non-volatile memory.

C_TRESH: 24-bit Charge Threshold Value  

(signed, 2’s complement)

Address Name Register Descrip.
0x45 C_TRESH_L C_TRESH [7:0]

0x46 C_TRESH_M C_TRESH [15:8]

0x47 C_TRESH_H C_TRESH [23:16]

D_TRESH: Discharge Threshold Value
This value is used for controlling operations of unidi-

rectional charge accumulators DIS_ACC and

CHARGE_ACC; specifically, when the current level 

goes below the D_TRESH the accumulation

of the charge value will be directed to the register 
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DIS_ACC. In typical use, D_TRESH is initialized to a 

small negative value. These registers are saved in non-

volatile memory.

D_TRESH: 24-bit Charge Threshold Value  

(signed, 2’s complement)

Address Name Register Descrip.
0x48 D_TRESH_L D_TRESH [7:0]

0x49 D_TRESH_M D_TRESH [15:8]

0x4A D_TRESH_H D_TRESH [23:16]

Voltage Measurement Registers
The following registers relate to the SFP101 voltage 

measurement functions.

VOLT_S: ADC Voltage Status (Address 0x50)

Bit Symbol R/W Bit Description
[7:6] VOLT_ID R 10 (Volt ADC ID)

[5:4] Reserved

[3] D_RPT R 1:Data read was 

repeated  

0: New data

[2:1] Reserved

[0] COM_ER R 1: Communication 

Error  

0: No Error

VOLT_C: ADC Voltage Control (Address 0x51)

Bit Symbol R/W Bit Description
[7:0] Reserved

 

VOLT_OUT: Voltage Measurement  
Data Output Registers
The voltage measured by the voltage ADC (in counts).

VOLT_OUT:24-bit Conversion Data

 (2’s complement)

Address Name Register Description
0x52 VOLT_OUTL ADC Data [7:0]

0x53 VOLT_OUTM ADC Data [15:8]

0x54 VOLT_OUTH ADC Data [23:16]

VOLT_CAL: Voltage Calibration Data
These registers provide room-temperature calibration 

data of the voltage measurement channel.

These registers are saved in non-volatile memory.

VOLT_CAL: 16-bit Voltage Calibration Value 

(signed, 2’s complement)

Address Name Register Description
0x55 VOLT_CALL VOLT_CAL [7:0]

0x56 VOLT_CALH VOLT_CAL [15:8]
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VOLT_GCC: Gain & Calibration Control
These registers provide control bit for disabling or 

enabling automatic utilization of the voltage

measurement channel’s room-temperature calibra-

tion data. These registers are saved in non-volatile 

memory.

VOLT_GCCL: Gain & Calibration Control for 

voltage measurement channel (Address 0x57)

Bit Symbol R/W Bit Description
[7:0] Reserved

VOLT_GCCH: Gain & Calibration Control for volt-

age measurement channel (Address 0x58)

Bit Symbol R/W Bit Description
[7:1] Reserved

[0] VOLT_CAL 

_DIS

R/W 1: Automatic use of 

VOLT_CAL is dis-

abled

0: Automatic use of 

VOLT_CAL is enabled

Factory supplied ICs 

have this bit =1

Temperature Measurement Registers
The following registers relate to the SFP101 external 

temperature measurement functions. The tempera-

ture readings are available as Y values. These registers 

work with a specific thermistor circuit. See Tempera-

ture Measurements with the SFP101 section for a 

detailed description of the thermistor operation.

TEMP_S: ADC Temperature Status (Address 0x70)

Bit Symbol R/W Bit Description
[7:6] TEMP_ID R 11 (Temp ADC ID)

[5:4] Reserved

[3] Reserved

[2:1] Reserved

[0] COM_ER R 1: Communication 

Error

TEMP_C: ADC Temperature Control (Address 0x71)

Bit Symbol R/W Bit Description
[7:0] Reserved
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 TEMP0_R_OUT: Remote Temperature  
Measurement Registers
Y value of the external thermistor. This value is a ratio 

of the external thermistor in parallel with its reference 

resistor to the reference resistor. Its values range from 

0 to 16777215 (or 224 -1) and represent a range from 

0 to 1.

TEMP0_R_OUT:  

24-bit Temperature Conversion Data (Unipolar)

Address Name Register 
Description

0x72 TEMP0_R_OUTL ADC Data [7:0]

0x73 TEMP0_R_OUTM ADC Data [15:8]

0x74 TEMP0_R_OUTH ADC Data [23:16]

 TEMP1_OB_OUT: Onboard  
Thermistor 1 Registers
Y value of the first onboard thermistor. This value is a 

ratio of the on-board thermistor 1 in parallel with the 

reference resistor to the reference resistor. Its values 

range from 0 to 16777215  (or 224 -1) and represent a 

range from 0 to 1.

TEMP1_OB_OUT: 24-bit Temperature Conversion 

Data (Unipolar)

Address Name Register  
Description

0x90 TEMP1_OB_OUTL ADC Data [7:0]

0x91 TEMP1_OB_OUTM ADC Data [15:8]

0x92 TEMP1_OB_OUTH ADC Data [23:16]

 TEMP2_OB_OUT: Onboard  
Thermistor 2 Registers
This is the Y value of the second onboard thermistor. 

This value is a ratio of the on-board thermistor 2 in 

parallel with the reference resistor to the reference 

resistor. Its values range from 0 to 16777215  

(or 224 -1) and represent a range from 0 to 1.

TEMP2Y_OB_OUT: 

24-bit Temperature Conversion Data (Unipolar)

Address Name Register 
Description

0x93 TEMP2_OB_OUTL ADC Data [7:0]

0x94 TEMP2_OB_OUTM ADC Data [15:8]

0x95 TEMP2_OB_OUTH ADC Data [23:16]

 TEMP3_OB_OUT: Onboard  
Thermistor 3 Registers
This is the Y value of the third onboard thermistor. 

This value is a ratio of the on-board thermistor 3 in 

parallel with reference resistor to the reference resis-

tor. Its values range from 0 to 16777215  

(or 224 -1) and represent a range from 0 to 1.

TEMP3_OB_OUT:  

24-bit Temperature Conversion Data (Unipolar)

Address Name Register 
Description

0x96 TEMP3_OB_OUTL ADC Data [7:0]

0x97 TEMP3_OB_OUTM ADC Data [15:8]

0x98 TEMP3_OB_OUTH ADC Data [23:16]
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TEMP0_R_C: Remote Sensor Celsius Data
Internally calculated temperature of the external 

thermistor expressed in degrees Celsius. This

value ranges from 0x000000 to 0xFFFFFF and repre-

sents a range from -256 °C to +256 °C.

TEMP0_R_C:  

24-bit Temperature Conversion Data (signed, 2’s 

complement)

Address Name Register 
Description

0x99 TEMP0_R_CL lsb = 30.518 μ°C

0x9A TEMP0_R_CM msb = 1 °C

0x9B TEMP0_R_CH lsb = 2 °C

TEMP1_OB_C: Onboard Thermistor 1  
Celsius Data
Internally calculated temperature of the first onboard 

thermistor expressed in degrees Celsius.

This value ranges from 0x000000 to 0xFFFFFF and 

represents a range from -256 °C to +256 °C. 

TEMP1_OB_C:

24-bit Celsius Temperature Value (signed, 2’s 

complement)

Address Name Register 
Description

0x9C TEMP1_OB_CL lsb = 30.518 μ°C

0x9D TEMP1_OB_CM msb = 1 °C

0x9E TEMP1_OB_CH lsb = 2 °C

TEMP2_OB_C: Onboard Thermistor 2  
Celsius Data
Internally calculated temperature of the second on-

board thermistor expressed in degrees Celsius.

This value ranges from 0x000000 to 0xFFFFFF and 

represents a range from -256 °C to +256 °C.

TEMP2_OB_C:

24-bit Celsius Temperature Value (signed, 2’s 

complement)

Address Name Register 
Description

0x9F TEMP2_OB_CL lsb = 30.518 μ°C

0xA0 TEMP2_OB_CM msb = 1 °C

0xA1 TEMP2_OB_CH lsb = 2 °C

TEMP3_OB_C: Onboard Thermistor 3  
Celsius Data
Internally calculated temperature of the second on-

board thermistor expressed in degrees Celsius.

This value ranges from 0x000000 to 0xFFFFFF and 

represents a range from -256 °C to +256 °C.

TEMP3_OB_C:

24-bit Celsius Temperature Value (signed, 2’s 

complement)

Address Name Register 
Description

0xA2 TEMP3_OB_CL lsb = 30.518 μ°C

0xA3 TEMP3_OB_CM msb = 1 °C

0xA4 TEMP3_OB_CH lsb = 2 °C
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Accumulated Charge and Discharge Data

CHARGE_ACC: 64-bit Accumulated Charge 
Value
Accumulator (coulomb counter) for charging (posi-

tive) currents. In typical operations these registers will 

contain an increasing positive value. 

CHARGE_ACC: 64-bit Accumulated Charge Value 

(signed, 2’s complement)

Address Name Register Description
0xC0 CHARGE_

ACC0

Charge Data [7:0] 

0xC1 CHARGE_

ACC1

Charge Data [15:8]

0xC2 CHARGE_

ACC2

Charge Data [23:16]

0xC3 CHARGE_

ACC3

Charge Data [31:24]

0xC4 CHARGE_

ACC4

Charge Data [39:32]

0xC5 CHARGE_

ACC5

Charge Data [47:40]

0xC6 CHARGE_

ACC6

Charge Data [55:48]

0xC7 CHARGE_

ACC7

Charge Data [63:56]

DIS_ACC: 64-bit Accumulated Discharge 
Value
Accumulator (coulomb counter) for discharging 

(negative) currents. In typical operations these

registers will contain a decreasing negative value. 

CHARGE_ACC: 64-bit Accumulated Discharge 

Value (signed, 2’s complement)

Address Name Register Description
0xC8 DIS_ACC0 Discharge Data [7:0] 

0xC9 DIS_ACC1 Discharge Data [15:8]

0xCA DIS_ACC2 Discharge Data [23:16]

0xCB DIS_ACC3 Discharge Data [31:24]

0xCC DIS_ACC4 Discharge Data [39:32]

0xCD DIS_ACC5 Discharge Data [47:40]

0xCE DIS_ACC6 Discharge Data [55:48]

0xCF DIS_ACC7 Discharge Data [63:56]
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Examples of Communication

Address

Write 2 bytes

DataL CRC-8

CUR_S

Write 0x03E8 into Shunt Calibration Data Register SHNT_CAL 

Read back SHNT_CAL

Mode byte

0x01 0x41

SHNT_CAL

0xE8 0x03

AddressMode byte

0x81 0x41

Read 2 bytes SHNT_CAL

0x40 0xE8

CRC-8

0x03

SHNT_CALL

CUR_S

Read Current Measurement Data Output Registers CUR_OUT

AddressMode byte

0x82 0x32

Read 3 bytes CUR_OUTL

0x40 0x04 0x30

CUR_OUTL

0x00

CRC-8

0xE5

CUR_OUTM CUR_OUTH

TEMP_S

AddressMode byte

0x83 0x90

Read 6 bytes TEMP1_OB_OUTL

0x80 0x00 0x8C

TEMP1_OB_OUTL

0x84

0x00 0x4C 0x85

CRC-8

0xE0

TEMP1_OB_OUTM TEMP1_OB_OUTH

Read  on-board Sensor Temperature Data Registers TEMP1_OB_OUT and TEMP2_OB_OUT

From Host

From SFP101

LEGEND

DataH

0x19

SHNT_CALH

0x1C

TEMP2_OB_OUTL TEMP2_OB_OUTM TEMP2_OB_OUTH
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Packaging

Compliant to JEDEC Standards MS-026-BBC

TOP VIEW
(PINS DOWN)

1

12
13

25
24

36
3748

0.27
0.22
0.17

0.50
BSC

LEAD PITCH

1.60
MAX

0.75
0.60
0.45

VIEW A

PIN 1

0.20
0.09

1.45
1.40
1.35

0.08
COPLANARITY

VIEW A
ROTATED 90° CCW

SEATING
PLANE

7°
3.5°
0°0.15

0.05

9.20
9.00 SQ
8.80

7.20
7.00 SQ
6.80

48-Lead Low Profile Quad Flat Package [LQFP] 

Dimensions shown in millimeters 
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Ordering

Available devices

Model Temperature 
Range

Package 
Description

Package Ordering Quantity

SFP1011ASTZA –40 °C to +125 °C 48-Lead Low Profile  

Quad Flat Pack

Tray

SFP1011ASTZAR –40 °C to +125 °C 48-Lead Low Profile  

Quad Flat Pack

Tape and Reel 2000
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Revision History

Revision Table

Revision Number Date Comments

1.2 04/27/2015 Removed AECQ100 as the qualification 

is in progress. Correction of minor error 

in Register Map.

1.1 09/10/2014 Correction of minor typographical errors

1.0 06/03/2014 Preliminary; initial release



Information contained in this publication regarding 

device applications and the like is provided only for 

your convenience and may be superseded by updates. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that your application 

meets with your specifications.

SENDYNE MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR 

WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND WHETHER EX-

PRESSED OR IMPLIED, WRITTEN OR ORAL, 

STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, RELATED TO THE 

INFORMATION, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED 

TO ITS CONDITION, QUALITY, PERFORMANCE, 

MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR PURPOSE. 

Sendyne disclaims all liability arising from this in-

formation and its use. Use of Sendyne devices in life 

support and/or safety applications is entirely at the 

buyer’s risk, and the buyer agrees to defend, indemni-

fy and hold harmless Sendyne from any and all dam-

ages, claims, suits, or expenses resulting from such 

use. No licenses are conveyed, implicitly or otherwise, 

under any Sendyne intellectual property rights.

Patents
US Pat.  8,264,216   

US Pat.  8,289,030  

Other patents pending

Trademarks
The Sendyne name and logo are registered trademarks 

of Sendyne Corp.

All other trademarks mentioned herein are properties 

of their respective owners.
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All Rights Reserved.
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